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Estimation of the Inhomogeneity Field for the Improvement of Classification in Brain MRI



Vinny Chacko (vjc34) Ankur Kumar (ak364) Balakrishnan Nair (bhn3)



ABSTRACT An important facet of Brain MRI automated analysis is the estimation of the inhomogeneity field. A quantitative evaluation of two commonly used approaches is performed. The first approach involves the estimation of the inhomogeneity field from the simple homomorphic filtering with unsharp masking (HUM), while the second approach uses the Nonparametric Nonuniform Intensity Normalization (N3) method. Both approaches are evaluated based on the 3 tissue classification problem of classifying WM, GM, and CSF via a Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM). Based on the percent difference or misclassification of the tissue types post-correction per approach per dataset is presented. Inhomogeneity field correction by N3 yields statistically significant results over the correction done by HUM. As a result, percent improvement in classification of the tissue types using correction by N3 vs. correction by HUM is computed. It is determined that N3 outperforms HUM by improving tissue classification by 31.2%.



INTRODUCTION MRI is becoming a prevalent tool in the analysis of brain structure, by providing a noninvasive map of the patient. The images are used for the diagnosis and treatment of many neurological disorders via surgery including Alzheimer’s, Multiple Sclerosis, Schizophrenia and Dementia. However, the amount of data available is far too much for individual radiologists to process and of concern is the variation that is apparent when multiple doctors analyze the same image. Thus the field of image analysis and automatic CAD techniques has become well researched. Of particular importance to the anatomy is the classification of the three tissue types, white matter (WM), gray matter (GM), and cerebral spinal fluid (CSF). Volumetric information of the tissues types is used to identify structural differences. One example is the identification and tracking of tumor growth. Intensity Inhomogeneity An inherent problem when dealing with tissue classification in brain MRI images is the presence of a slow and smooth intensity variation across the image. This causes variation of the intensity values of the same tissue in different locations within the image. As a result, segmentation and registration methods become highly sensitive to these spurious variations of image intensities. This smooth intensity variation is known as inhomogeneity field or bias field. Typically, the inhomogeneity field changes the “true” intensity values of the image by 10-15%. The acquired brain MRI image is the product of this inhomogeneity field and the “true” intensity values of the image. This will be discussed in the later sections. During the MRI image acquisition stage, unwanted local flip angle variations can cause intensity inhomogeneity. Physical limitations of the imaging device and local variations in the B-field can lead to local deformation of the imaging plane. This leads to intensity variations and object distortions in images. Sensitivity problems with surface coils and RF coil homogeneity can also cause inhomogeneity fields. Gradient fields and eddy



currents in the MR image system can lead to geometric intensity variations across the image. Pulse sequences such as spin echo and gradient echo can cause non-uniformities in the intensities during image acquisition process. In addition, the shape and electromagnetic properties of the imaged object has an effect on the inhomogeneity of the intensities. A brain MRI, along with its inhomogeneity field, and correction is shown in Figure 1.



Figure 1: Presence of an Inhomogeneity Field. [1], [2] Left: Acquired Image Center: Estimated Inhomogeneity Field Right: Estimated "True" Image



In Figure 2, we can see how the inhomogeneity field will affect classification of the different tissue types. When we compare the left and right images it can be seen that a darker gradient exists in the upper left corner of the left image. It is more obvious that two different tissues exist in the upper left corner of the right image.



Figure 2: Enhanced Images from Figure 1. [2] Visible is the effect of the Inhomogeneity field.



Clinical Significance As mentioned the brain is composed of three tissue types: WM, GM, and CSF; each of which is responsible for different functions, and as such, abnormalities can indicate disorders. Tissue composition in a normal brain is as follows: WM 32.36%, GM 43.37%, and CSF 12.53% [3] and can be seen visually in Figure 3. Automated analysis with a quantitative evaluation allows physicians to track volumetric changes, which are important in the diagnosis of different disorders. In the case of Alzheimer’s it has been found that the GM loss rate is 5.3% ± 2.3% per year (control: 0.9% ± 0.9%) [4]. Also GM in frontal regions, spared early in the disease, show pervasive deficits of 15% in later stages. In the case of Relapsing-Remitting Multiple Sclerosis a loss in WM is observed to be 6.4% greater than that of the controls [5]. The loss of GM tissue is 2.1% vs. 1.0% in controls in a two year study [6].



Figure 3: Tissue Classification using Ground Truth



The study of Schizophrenia reveals another facet of information, that volumetric tracking can also be used in determining the effectiveness of drug treatment. Schizophrenic tissue changes have been found to be: cerebral GM loss of 3.3%, prefrontal GM loss of 4.4%, prefrontal WM loss of 3.5%, and peripheral CSF gain of 11% [3]. To reduce the loss of GM in patients two drugs have been tested: Olanzapine has been found to reduce the loss by 0.5% over 104 weeks and Haloperidol has been found to reduce the loss by 1.9%, again over 104 weeks [7].



Issues In the estimation of the inhomogeneity field two main challenges exist: the overlap of frequency spectra and the presence of volumetric sparse data. The inhomogeneity field exists as a low frequency component of the image. However, low pass filtering by itself poses an issue. Some anatomical structures of the brain have low frequency components and thus there would be a loss of information. Also present in the dataset are voxels with no MR signal. These voxels have been automatically set to have an intensity of zero. The background of the acquired image is also quite large after removal of the skull and other structures aside from the brain. These two factors as can be seen in Figure 4 will contribute greatly to the intensity distribution of the image when we estimate the inhomogeneity field.



Figure 4: Volumetric Sparse Data. Pixels containing no information are present both in the background (post-masking) and within the brain image as highlighted.



Relevant Work The presence of an inhomogeneity field is a well researched problem; many techniques exist, a collection of which are presented in the papers in the Reference section. These include homomorphic filtering [8], surface fitting [9], fuzzy c-means [10], graph cuts [11], intensity standardization [12], information minimization [1], and nonparametric nonuniform intensity normalization [13]. In surface fitting reference points are used to fit a surface to the image, first by interpolation and second by a least squares approach. Information Minimization removes the inhomogeneity by assuming a linear model of a combination of smooth varying basis functions. The degraded image is corrected by the inverse of the degradation model, which can be estimated using a parametric correction model. Of particular importance are homomorphic filtering with unsharp masking (HUM) and nonparametric nonuniform intensity normalization (N3), techniques used in the analysis to follow. Vovk et al. [8] describe the HUM approach, in which the intensities are log



transformed. Sled et al. [13] describe the N3 approach to inhomogeneity field correction. This iterative method determines the smooth multiplicative inhomogeneity field that maximizes the high frequency content of the distribution of tissue intensity. Figure 5 displays the results from the N3 algorithm, which is expected to produce the best results.



Figure 5: N3 Algorithm – Intensity nonuniformity correction of a MR scan. (a) and (d) are uncorrected data; (b) and (e) are the inhomogeneity field estimated by N3 method; (c) and (f) corrected data [13]



The success of inhomogeneity field removal is based upon correctly classifying the tissue types mentioned above: CSF, GM, and WM. The most common classification scheme is described in [14]. A Gaussian Mixture Model reflects that there are 3 different intensity distributions present in the brain MRI, reflective upon the tissues. The mean and variance are used to define the thresholds for each tissue class and are computed in an iterative manner. In [15] the Expectation Maximization algorithm is introduced, which is used to estimate these two parameters using two steps. The E-step is the calculation of the posterior tissue class probabilities when the bias field is known. The M-step is a MAP estimator of the bias field when the tissue probabilities are known. In essence, the estimation of the bias field is treated as a nonlinear optimization problem dependent on the following - mean residual of observed intensities, the mean intensity of each tissue class, the covariance of the tissue class intensities, and the covariance of the bias field. This report discusses the methods, datasets, and results obtained from running the experiment.



METHODS AND MATERIALS Overview This section describes the HUM and N3 for estimating the inhomogeneity field for brain MRI. The methodology for running the experiments the datasets and the evaluation criteria is also presented in the following sections. The model assumed in this project has been widely used [8, 9, 13, 15] and is given below. 𝑣 𝑥 = 𝑢 𝑥 𝑏 𝑥 + 𝑛(𝑥)



(1)



The above model is known as the nonuniformity model and it describes the acquired MRI image, v(x), as the product of the “true” image intensities, u(x), multiplied by the inhomogeneity field, b(x), added with some Rician noise. The multiplication between the “true” image intensities and the inhomogeneity field can be problematic and cumbersome to analyze in the intensity domain. However, using this model, this issue is remedied by analyzing the intensities in the log domain as presented below. log 𝑣 𝑥



= log 𝑢 𝑥



+ log 𝑏 𝑥



+ log (𝑛 𝑥 )



(2)



Thus, the nonuniformity model has homomorphic properties, which will be leveraged in the HUM and N3 approach. The notation below will be used in the rest of the report.  v  log( v( x))



Nonparametric Nonuniform Intensity Normalization (N3) Sled et al. [13] describes this popular method, N3, for estimating the inhomogeneity field from MRI. N3 is an iterative approach and the final result is the corrected brain MRI image rather than the image containing intricacies of the inhomogeneity field. The N3 algorithm works in the log space and frequency domain to estimate the inhomogeneity field per estimation and sharpens the acquired MRI image. This sharpening of the image acts as the correction for the acquired MRI image per iteration and once the termination criteria is reached, the algorithm terminates, and the final corrected MRI image is retrieved. The rationale for N3 algorithm is to find the smooth multiplicative inhomogeneity field that maximizes the high frequency content of the acquired MRI image. The premise is that the inhomogeneity field is smooth and slow varying it affects the “true” intensities image by blurring details of the “true” image. Thus, maximizing the high frequency content of u(x) will result in the corrected acquired MRI image or the estimated “true” image. N3 works in the frequency domain because the multiplication of the inhomogeneity field, b(x), shown in (1) becomes a convolution. This notion is shown in (3a). Thus, a deconvolution filter can be applied to remove the inhomogeneity field. (3b) shows this deconvolution step. As one can see, B can be viewed as blurring the “true”



intensity distribution, U, to produce the acquired MRI image, V. In (3a, 3b), V, B and U are in the Fourier or frequency domain of the log intensities.



V  B U U  BV



(3a) (3b)



Sharpening the distribution V iteratively is used to estimate a corresponding smooth inhomogeneity field. This is done by subtracting the sharpened V from the distribution V to produce an estimate of the inhomogeneity field, B, which is then updated. The result from the update of the inhomogeneity field, B, should still result in a smooth slow varying field. To attain this, a cubic interpolation scheme or b-splines of degree 3 is implemented. This latest update of the inhomogeneity field is used to update the distribution V, which is then sharpened again. The termination criterion for the iterative process is based on the calculation of the coefficient of variation (COV) ratio defined in (4). The iterative process continues until the coefficient of variation ratio falls below a threshold. The overall schematic for this iterative process is shown in Figure 6 and is discussed in greater detail in the proceeding sections.



COV 



 



(4)



The coefficient of variation ratio is defined as the standard deviation of the difference between the updated and previous inhomogeneity fields divided by the mean of the difference between the updated and previous inhomogeneity fields.
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Figure 6: Overall Schematic of N3 Algorithm



Sharpening The following steps are taken for sharpening the current distribution of the acquired MRI image, V. This current distribution, V, is initialized by the acquired brain MRI image intensity values in the log domain, V0. The output of the sharpening is Vsharp. Discussion regarding the update of V is presented in a later section. First, a triangular Parzen windowing scheme is used to accumulate all the pixel values into a fixed number of bins, nbins, to build a histogram. This step is similar to building a histogram and is primarily used to skirt around sparse voxel data in the dataset. The minimum and maximum of the distribution V is computed, and thus, the histogram slope, mhist, is calculated as given below in (5). When a voxel value is given, the histogram slope is used to find the  appropriate bin from nbins. This histogram is the distribution given by v (x) .   max( v ( x))  min( v ( x)) (5) mhist  nbins  1  A 1-D Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) is executed on the distribution, v (x) , which is  appropriately padded with mirror boundary values of v (x) . The resulting Fourier transform is V. A Gaussian filter, G, is constructed in the Fourier domain using mhist and the user-defined FWHM. Per iteration, a Weiner deconvolution filter is then employed to ~ ~ estimate inhomogeneity field, B , and the estimated “true” intensity distribution, U . This ~ filter is shown in (6). The deconvolution step for computing U has been mentioned in (3b).



~ conjugate( F ) B 2 F Z2



(6)



~ In (6), the Z value is a constant term used to limit the magnitude of B . Using the values ~ ~ from U , the expected distribution of Vsharp is computed by smoothing the values of U by the Gaussian filter G. These smoothed values are then multiplied by the distribution V. These resulting values are then sent into the same Parzen windowing scheme to construct an nbins size histogram by using the histogram slope, mhist. Finally, Vsharp is computed. The overall schematic for computing Vsharp is given below in Figure 7.
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Figure 7: Flowchart for computing Vsharp



Update Inhomogeneity Field The input into this procedure is the result of subtracting Vsharp from V. The N3 algorithm uses b-splines with a defined distance between basis functions to update the inhomogeneity field based on this input. This method had two parameters – the smoothing parameter and the distance between basis functions. However, due to the complexity of this algorithm and time constraints of this project, this was not implemented. However, a compromise based on a weighing scheme based on a sigmoid function, shown in (7), is employed in conjunction with a cubic interpolation method to



smooth and update the inhomogeneity field. The minimum and maximum magnitude of the input, the inhomogeneity field in this procedure, is computed. This minimum and maximum is used to scale a sigmoid function which is then used to assign a weight to every value in the inhomogeneity field. Following this, a simple or crude cubic interpolator based on the formulas shown in the table below is implemented in each dimension based on the coordinates in millimeters [16]. A cubic interpolator calculates 4 weight values since a cubic function is defined by at least 4 values. Finally, based on these weights and voxel values based on coordinates in millimeters are used to compute the updated inhomogeneity field, Bupdate. Information regarding resolution of the brain MRI dataset is discussed in a later relevant section. Sigmoid Function: P (t )  Weight Number W[0] W[1] W[2] W[3]



1 (7) 1  e t Formula for an input x 1 1  x * ( x  1)  W [3] 6 2 1  W [0]  W [2]  W [3] x  W [0]  2W [3] 1 3 x 6



The coefficient of variation ratio is computed as shown in (4) and it is based on the updated inhomogeneity field and the previous inhomogeneity field. The COV can be used to terminate the iterative N3 process when there is no significant update in the inhomogeneity field. Update Distribution V After V is sharpened, Vsharp, and the estimated inhomogeneity field is updated per iteration, the distribution V needs to be updated per iteration as well. This is easily accomplished by subtracting the updated inhomogeneity field, Bupdate, from the acquired brain MRI image intensity values in the log domain, V0. Essentially, V is updated based on how well the updated inhomogeneity field is estimated from the acquired MRI image. Parameters for N3 The parameters used in N3 are given below. FWHM and alphaNorm, which control the Sigmoid function mentioned earlier are the two parameters that need to be optimized. The rest of the parameters are kept constant in N3 [13]. Parameter nbins COV Threshold Z2 betaNorm



Value 200 0.001 0.1 0.5



Description Bins for Parzen window, histogram Threshold for Termination of N3 Weiner Filter Scaling Factor Used in Sigmoid Function



alphaNorm FWHM Maximum Iterations



0.001 0.15 50



Used in Sigmoid Function Used in calculating Gaussian, G Number of iterations to run N3 if termination criterion is not reached



Homomorphic Unmasked Sharping (HUM) Vovk et al. [8] describes the HUM approach for correcting the inhomogeneity field. The HUM approach is one of the simplest methods for correcting the inhomogeneity field since it is both fast and easy to implement. The HUM approach is a non-linear approach in which the log of the acquired MRI image intensity values, v(x), is low pass filtered and scaled using a proportionality constant, Cp, in order to preserve the mean intensity as shown in (8). The low pass filter used in this approach is a 3x3x3 mean filter. The proportionality constant, Cp, was chosen to be the scaled difference between the average voxel values between b(x) and v(x). This is given in (10). The HUM approach filters out the low frequency content of the acquired MRI image, v(x), based on the assumption that the inhomogeneity field, b(x), is modeled with low frequencies. Once b(x) is estimated, the “true” image intensity values, u(x), can be computed as shown in (9). LPF (v( x)) (8) CP v( x)C P v( x) (9) u ( x)   b( x) LPF (v( x)) b( x ) 



CP 



avg[ LPF (v( x))]  avg[v( x)] avg[v( x)]



(10)



Data Sets Twenty normal brain datasets are provided by the Center for Morphometric Analysis at the Massachusetts General Hospital. The 3-D T1 MRI scans were provided by 2 different systems. 4 scans on females and 6 scans on male were performed by a 1.5 T Siemens Magnetom MR system with a repetition time of 40 ms, an echo time of 8 ms, a flip angle of 50 degrees, a 30 cm field of view and 3.1 mm slice thickness. Additionally 6 scans on males and 4 scans on females were performed by a 1.5 T General Electric Signa MR System with a repetition time of 50 ms, an echo time of 9 ms, a flip angle of 50 degrees, a 24 cm field of view and a 3.0 mm slice thickness. The resolution for the images is 1.0 mm x 1.0 mm x 3.0 mm. Due to the time constraints of this project, only 10 of 20 cases were selected for the experiment. The imaging system from which these MRI images were acquired cannot be identified based on the README file given for the dataset. The 10 cases were selected



based on relatively close mean, minimum, and maximum intensity. The experiment was run on these 10 cases. Multiple forms of the data sets are provided. The 16-bit acquired images (entire head) are provided with 8-bit masks to extract the brain itself. The mask is used to extract a 16-bit brain from the 16-bit acquired head image. Three phantom data sets are also available and used in the proof of concept. An example of the 16-bit brain and phantom data sets can be seen in Figure 8.



A



Figure 8: (A) 16-bit brain and (B) Phantom brain



B



Lastly, ground truth is provided for each dataset, an example is shown in Figure 9 for a case. Each of the tissue types were segmented by trained investigators semi-automated intensity contour mapping and signal intensity histograms. Positional normalization also sets the axes based upon certain apparent brain structures.



Figure 9: Ground truth for a case



Experiments Hypothesis Claim: The accuracy of the classification will be improved by 10% when the brain MRI image has been corrected using the N3 approach vs. HUM approach and 20% for N3 vs. no correction. The project uses classification as touchstone for determining the better approach for inhomogeneity estimation. The evaluation metric to be used in this project is based on misclassified pixels. The percent difference, given in (11), is calculated as the number of misclassified voxels in a ROI divided by the total number of voxels in the ROI. This evaluation metric indicates percent misclassification. Higher the %difference, the worse the classification of the 3 tissue types. % difference 



# Differentl y Labeled Pixels for Approach  in ROI Total # of Pixels in ROI



(11)



Table 1: Sample Table of Results



The results from Table 1 are used in a 2 sample t-test (p


mean (%differenceY )  mean (%difference X )



(12)



mean (%difference X )



Methodology The experiment is to compare three approaches for the estimation of the inhomogeneity field - No Correction, HUM, and N3. Figure 10 outlines the experiment methodology. The original image is first processed with a mask to remove the irrelevant contents of the head, ex. Skull; provides the 16-bit brain. The 3 algorithms are executed on the 16-bit brain to correct for the inhomogeneity field. This is followed by classification of the three tissue types. Comparing classification for the corrected brain MRI images to the provided ground truth, an evaluation metric is computed as shown in (11). This metric is subsequently used to determine the better approach for estimating inhomogeneity field. This process is run for each data set. A 2 sample t-test is used to compare significance for each approach vs. ground truth across the data sets. The evaluation metric is used as the data for this 2 sample t-test. If the results of using an approach X over approach Y are statistically significant, then percent improvement metric, as defined in (12), quantifies the significance. The classification step in the methodology requires training a GMM classifier. 1 of the 10 cases will be used to train the classifier, while the other 9 will be used to test the algorithms. The 20 cases have been partitioned into 10 cases for each machine qualitatively and by examining minimum and maximum voxel values of a case.



The phantom cases modified by an artificial inhomogeneity field are used to test the initial algorithms such as HUM and N3. This is done as proof-of-concept. Preliminary results are shown for the HUM approach in the following section.



Figure 10: Experiment Schematic



RESULTS The results from running the N3 and HUM are discussed in this section along with the classification results. The GMM classifier for each approach was trained on the same case. The case 100_23.vx was chosen at random as the training case. The remaining 9 cases were used for testing and results are discussed in this section. Phantom Testing Results The purpose of adding the artificial inhomogeneity field to a phantom brain was to do a proof-of-concept test for the HUM algorithm. An inhomogeneity field based on partial Gaussian derivatives was added to a phantom brain. The field is then estimated by HUM and the corrected phantom is then retrieved. Figure 11 shows the original phantom brain, 4_11.vx. Figure 12 shows the artificial inhomogeneity field, Figure 13 shows the phantom with the inhomogeneity field, and Figure 14 shows the result from the HUM approach. As one can see, the HUM algorithm doesn’t perform well and filters out the low frequency components of the phantom. The frequency spectrum of the inhomogeneity field coincides with some anatomical structures of the brain.



Though the results are not optimal for HUM on the phantom, HUM works well on the actual dataset. In addition, the artificial inhomogeneity field may have been too strong when applied on the phantom because it changes the intensity values of the phantom by more than 15%. As a result, majority of the intensity values of the phantom with the inhomogeneity field gets low pass filtered as being the inhomogeneity field. Creating a smooth slow varying inhomogeneity field that alters the “true” intensity values by 1015% needs to be probed further.



Figure 11: Original Phantom Brain 4_11.vx



Figure 12: Created/Artificial Inhomogeneity Field



Figure 13: Phantom with applied artificial inhomogeneity field



Figure 14: HUM corrected phantom



Homomorphic Unmasked Sharping (HUM) Results The HUM approach uses the proportionality parameter, CP, defined in (10), to correct brain MRI for inhomogeneity field. Although the correction by HUM yields satisfactory results, the estimated “true” intensities are much darker than original brain MRI. This makes it difficult to visualize anatomical structures in the brain. However, the varying intensities amongst the 3 tissue types still exist, albeit, intensity values are lower in magnitude. Therefore, GMM classification can still be used to classify the 3 tissues. Two cases are shown below – a good case and a bad case. The good case shows HUM



correcting the brain MRI quite well, whereas, unsatisfactory results are presented in the bad case. The GMM classification is also provided. Results discussing the evaluation metric on a per case basis are discussed in the later section. Figures 15-20 show the results from HUM and the GMM classification applied to HUM corrected MRI. As one can see, there is severe misclassification of the tissue types. These figures show the better case, 112_2.vx Slice 19, for the HUM approach.



Figure 15: Original 112_2.vx 16-bit brain



Figure 16: Inhomogeneity Field estimated by HUM for 112_2.vx



Figure 17: Corrected MRI 112_2.vx by HUM, good case



Figure 18: Ground Truth showing 3 tissue types for 112_2.vx



Figure 19: GMM Classification for corrected 112_2.vx by HUM



Legend: GM in Yellow WM in Red CSF in Green Misclassified in Grey



Figure 20: GMM Classification in color for corrected 112_2.vx by HUM



Figures 21-26 show the results from HUM and the GMM classification applied to HUM corrected MRI for the 110_3.vx case. Severe misclassification of the tissue types is rampant. These figures show the bad case, 110_3.vx Slice 21, for the HUM approach.



Figure 21: Original 16-bit brain 110_3.vx



Figure 22: Inhomogeneity Field estimated by HUM for 110_3.vx



Figure 23: Corrected MRI 110_3.vx by HUM, bad case



Figure 24: Ground Truth for 3 tissue types for 110_3.vx



Figure 25: GMM Classification for corrected 110_3.vx by HUM



Legend: GM in Yellow WM in Red CSF in Green Misclassified in Grey



Figure 26: GMM Classification in color for corrected 110_3.vx by HUM. Severe misclassification of tissue types



Nonparametric Nonuniform Intensity Normalization (N3) Results This algorithm aims to iteratively sharpen the acquired brain MRI image to generate the corrected MRI image and the inhomogeneity field [13]. Although the results of this algorithm are superior to the HUM approach, the corrected MRI image can appear “blocky.” This artifact can be attributed to the pre-mature exit of the iterative process. The cubic interpolation technique relies on difference between the minima and maxima of the result from the subtraction between Vsharp and the uncorrected distribution V, and if the difference between the minima and maxima doesn’t change from one iteration to the other, the algorithm folds. In this way, N3 is prone to get stuck in local minima and converge earlier than expected. The results from early convergence of N3 are shown for 205_3.vx in Figure 27-28.



Figure 27: Original 16-bit brain for 205_3.vx



Blockiness (Artifacts)



Figure 28: Blockiness caused by early convergence of N3 for 205_3.vx



When N3 doesn’t get stuck in local minima during the estimation of the inhomogeneity field, the results are quite revealing of the 3 tissue types. Some “blockiness” is still present in the corrected MRI. However, this is negligible to the scope of this project. Figure 29 displays correction attained by the N3 algorithm for 112_3.vx case. As one can



see in Figure 29, the tissue types have become distinguishable after processing by N3. GMM classification of the 3 tissue types on the N3 corrected MRI images will be presented in a later section.



Figure 29: Inhomogeneity Field Correction of Actual Data Set: Before & After N3 for 112_3.vx



Figures 30-35 show the better case, 112_3.vx Slice 19, for the N3 algorithm. In comparison to HUM for the same, there is less misclassification by the GMM classifier. Figure 31 displays the estimated inhomogeneity field after executing the N3 algorithm. Sled et.al described how to correct the MRI for inhomogeneity field, but the discussion regarding the visualization of the inhomogeneity field was absent. In [17], the N3 algorithm was implemented along with a b-splines interpolation method with control lattices to visualize the inhomogeneity field. The method described in [17] was not implemented in this project because of the sheer complexity and the time constraints of the project. Hence, Figure 31 may not describe the inhomogeneity field accurately. However, Figure 32 displays the corrected MRI using the N3 algorithm presented in [13].



Figure 30: Original 16-bit Brain MRI, 112_2.vx



Figure 31: Inhomogeneity Field estimated by N3, 112_2.vx



Figure 32: Corrected brain MRI by N3, 112_2.vx, good case



Figure 33: Ground Truth showing 3 tissue types for 112_2.vx



Figure 34: GMM Classification for N3 corrected 112_2.vx



Legend: GM in Yellow WM in Red CSF in Green Misclassified in Grey



Figure 35: GMM Classification in color for N3 corrected 112_2.vx. Less misclassification than HUM



Figures 36-41 show another good case for N3. This case is 13_3.vx Slice 20.



Figure 36: Original 16-bit brain for 13_3.vx



Figure 37: Estimated Inhomogeneity Field by N3 for 13_3.vx



Figure 38: Corrected brain MRI by N3, 13_3.vx, good case



Figure 39: Ground Truth for 3 tissue types for 13_3.vx



Figure 40: GMM Classification for N3 corrected 13_3.vx



Legend: GM in Yellow WM in Red CSF in Green Misclassified in Grey



Figure 41: GMM Classification in color for N3 corrected 13_3.vx



Although, the percentage of misclassified voxels for 13_3.vx is approximately 17.8%, none of the CSF was classified, as shown in Figure 41. The accuracy lies within the classification of GM and WM. Figures 42-47 show a bad case for N3. The case is 110_3.vx Slice 21 and the case shows artifacts in Figure 44, the N3 corrected brain MRI.



Figure 42: Original 16-bit brain for 110_3.vx



Figure 43: Estimated Inhomogeneity Field by N3 for 110_3.vx



Figure 44: Corrected brain MRI by N3 for 110_3.vx, bad case, notice the artifacts



Figure 45: Ground Truth showing 3 tissue types for 110_3.vx



Figure 46: GMM classification for N3 corrected 110_3.vx



Legend: GM in Yellow WM in Red CSF in Green Misclassified in Grey



Figure 47: GMM Classification in color for N3 corrected 110_3.vx



Figures 48-53 shows another bad case for N3. The case is 202_3.vx Slice 24 and the N3 algorithm converges earlier than expected. This affects the classification results negatively. The loss in accuracy is due to misclassification of WM and this can be visualized in Figure 53.



Figure 48: Original 16-bit brain MRI for 202_3.vx



Figure 49: Estimated Inhomogeneity Field by N3 for 202_3.vx



Figure 50: N3 Corrected brain MRI for 202_3.vx, bad case, early convergence of N3



Figure 51: Ground Truth showing 3 tissue types for 202_3.vx



Figure 52: GMM classification for N3 corrected 202_3.vx



Legend: GM in Yellow WM in Red CSF in Green Misclassified in Grey



Figure 53: GMM classification in color for N3 corrected 202_3.vx. Severe misclassification for WM



Evaluation The evaluation metric given in (11) was computed for all the images for 3 methods – N3, HUM, and No Correction. The data for the evaluation metric was based on the GMM classifier’s output for separating the GM, WM, and CSF post-inhomogeneity field correction. Since the evaluation metric is based on misclassification, a higher value indicates severe misclassification of the 3 tissue types. Table 2 describes results for the testing dataset composed of 9 cases. The training case used to train the GMM classifier for each approach was randomly chosen to be 100_23.vx.



Case



N3



HUM



No Correction



11_3.vx



26.3



61.4



62.0



202_3.vx



59.4



57.2



65.4



110_3.vx



44.8



56.9



64.4



111_2.vx



45.8



52.3



64.5



112_2.vx



26.7



54.8



64.1



12_3.vx



53.6



48.6



57.9



13_3.vx



17.8



58.8



61.3



191_3.vx



37.7



55.0



63.2



205_3.vx



33.0



56.5



62.3



Mean % Difference 38.3



55.7



62.8



Table 2: Percentage of Misclassifications for all testing cases for the 3 inhomogeneity field correction approaches. Note that the No Correction approach performs the same in all cases



From Table 2, one can identify that N3 algorithm’s percentage of misclassifications of the tissue types is significantly lower than HUM and No Correction approach. It is important to note that sending the original MRI, No Correction MRI, directly into the GMM classifier yields almost similar misclassification percentages. The HUM performs better than No Correction but not as well as N3. A 2-sample t-test with Table 2 was carried out to determine if the results were statistically significant for an approach Y over another approach X. This is presented in Table 3. The computed p-values are significant (p < 0.05) for all the hypotheses tested. Hypothesis N3 is better than HUM HUM is better than No Correction N3 is better than No Correction



p-value 0.001 8.34E-05 3.81E-05



Statistically Signficant %improvement Yes 31.18% Yes 11.24% Yes 38.92%



Winner N3 HUM N3



Table 3: Statistical Test, 2 sample t-test on data from Table 2



From Table 3, one can conclude that N3 is best algorithm for correcting inhomogeneity field to improve classification of the 3 tissue types. It yields a p-value of 0.001, which is statistically significant. The quantitative assessment of percent improvement of using approach Y over approach X is shown in the “%improvement” column of Table 3. From this column, correcting the brain MRI via N3 outperforms the correction via HUM by an average of 31.2%. HUM outperforms No Correction by 11.2% on average and N3 outperforms HUM by 38.9% on average. Thus, our hypothesis claim was been satisfied.



Figure 54 shows the boxplot for percent misclassification of tissue types per algorithm. The boxplot shows the range of improvement in classification when the brain MRI is corrected by N3. The range is large but it still outperforms HUM and No Correction approaches. It is to be noted that the 3rd quartile for N3 is below the 1st quartile for HUM and this denotes that N3 outperforms HUM as seen from Table 2 and 3. The instance where HUM outperforms N3, case 12_3.vx, is marked as outlier for HUM.



Figure 54: Boxplot showing percent misclassification per algorithm



From these results, it is apparent that inhomogeneity field correction by N3 will be an adequate pre-processing step for MRI computer-aided-diagnosis systems involved in MRI registration, classification of tissue types, and other MRI based image guided surgical systems. DISCUSSION From the Results section, it was determined that N3 corrected brain MRI yields better classification of the 3 tissue types than the HUM corrected brain MRI. The N3 approach improves tissue classification by 31.2% over N3 and by 38.9% over No Correction approach. This satisfies our hypothesis claim.



The strength of the N3 algorithm lies in the fact that it works in the frequency domain and aims to maximize the high frequency content of the uncorrected MRI image. It achieves this correction with fewer artifacts. In addition, it uses a Parzen window to deal with volumetric sparse dataset. N3 skirts around the issue of the overlap of frequency spectrum of the inhomogeneity field and the anatomical structures in the brain. N3 can be viewed as a complex sharpening filter. The drawback of N3 is its inhomogeneity field estimation technique using b-splines because the algorithm can get stuck in local minima and thus converges prematurely. This results in “blockiness” of the corrected brain MRI image as seen in Figure 28. N3 is also tougher to implement. The visualization of the inhomogeneity field estimated by N3 needs more attention as it uses a complex b-splines interpolation method to display the field [17]. This complex b-splines method was not implemented in the project rather a crude approximation of a cubic interpolation function was used to estimate the inhomogeneity field per iteration using weights found in [16]. This worked fairly well. Although HUM is quick and cheap to implement, it suffers severely from the overlap of low frequency spectra of the inhomogeneity field and anatomical structures in the brain. Also, HUM does not consider volumetric sparse datasets in its algorithm. HUM yields less accurate results for classification. The selection of the proportionality constant, CP, is a critical step for HUM to produce good results. A trial and error method was used to pick CP for this project and this has been given in (10). Another point that needs to be considered is the output from the GMM classifier. Visual inspection of the corrected brain MRI image can yield better classification for CSF than using GMM. GMM suffers from the gross overlap of intensity values between GM and CSF. Case 13_3.vx for N3 in Figures 36-41 shows that the GMM misclassified all CSF voxels. However, one can classify the CSF voxels in the corrected brain MRI, Figure 38, through visual inspection. This can be seen as a GMM limitation and this limitation could have manifested through all the classification results.



CONCLUSION The inhomogeneity field present in brain MRI affects the “true” intensities of the image by 10-15%. Estimating this inhomogeneity field and correcting the acquired MRI can yield the “true” intensities of the image. The model for the inhomogeneity field as described in (1) can be viewed as a homomorphic model (2). Various methods exist for estimating inhomogeneity field and in this project, two such methods, N3 and HUM, were compared. Both methods leverage the homomorphic model in (2). A comparison of the two approaches was based on the improvement in the tissue classification in the brain in to GM, WM, and CSF was presented. The N3 algorithm aims to maximize the high frequency content of the acquired MRI image, thus, sharpening the acquired MRI in through an iterative process. HUM is a low pass filter approach. From the correction of the acquired MRI, classification of the 3 tissue types was conducted for N3 and HUM. After computing the percentage misclassifications for the test dataset, a statistical test showed that N3 can improve classification by an average of 31.2% over HUM. The



visualization of the inhomogeneity field estimated by N3 remains to be implemented. The complex method for visualizing the inhomogeneity field estimated by N3 using b-splines and lattices might be an interesting direction for future work. Results from conducting the experiment on the 10 test cases belonging to the other MRI machine would also be interesting to note and hopefully, the results from this project can be replicated.
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APPENDIX



MAN PAGES NAME n3 – Sled et al. [13] algorithm for correcting inhomogeneity field in MRI SYNPOSIS n3 if= of= DESCRIPTION This program runs the N3 algorithm for inhomogeneity field correction for acquired MRI. Uses cubic interpolation [16] instead of b-splines to estimate and smooth the inhomogeneity field. CONSTRAINTS None OPTIONS if= input file 16bit brain after running mask.c, run Sled's N3 inhomogeneity correction algorithm og= Inhomogeneity Field output, float image, optional parameter of= output file inhomogeneity corrected, short image fwhm= fwhm, default 0.15 i= maximium iterations, default 50 c= convergence threshold, default 0.001 wn= weiner filter noise, default 0.1, known as Z^2 in N3 Sled Paper mg= maximum generations/level for N3, maxiter per maxgeneration d= distance between basis functinos for cubic interpolation, 200 mm is default AUTHOR Ankur Kumar



NAME hum – Homomorphic Unsharp Masking SYNPOSIS hum if= of= og= DESCRIPTION This program runs the HUM algorithm for inhomogeneity field correction for acquired MRI. The proportionality parameter is defaulted to the average of the LPF of input and the input. CONSTRAINTS None OPTIONS if= input file 16bit brain og= Inhomogeneity Field output, float image of= output file inhomogeneity corrected, default short c= proportionality parameter, default: mean of input file -f output in float format AUTHOR Ankur Kumar



NAME gmmtraining – GMM Training program SYNPOSIS gmmtraining if= ig= of= DESCRIPTION This program finds training parameters for gmmrun to use. The input is a training_filenames.txt which contains training filenames. Format is as follows: 1  number of training files 100_23.vx  training file name CONSTRAINTS None OPTIONS if= input images file path, 16-bit, after inhomogeneity algorithm is run ig= ground truth images file path, 8-bit ground truth of=gmm training parameters output filename AUTHOR Vinny Chacko and Balu Nair



NAME gmmrun – GMM Run Classifier program SYNPOSIS gmmrun if= ig= gp= of= DESCRIPTION This runs the GMM Expectation Maximization classifier on test files. This program uses training parameters from gmmtraining. The input is a testing_filenames.txt which contains training filenames. Format is as follows: 2  number of testing files 13_3.vx  testing file name  Values used for classification: CSF 128, GM 192, WM 254 CONSTRAINTS None OPTIONS if= input images file path, 16-bit, after inhomogeneity algorithm is run ig= ground truth images file path, 8-bit ground truth gp= GMM Parameters txt file run by gmmtraining of= Output 8-bit image, classified GM WM CSF, file path



AUTHOR Ankur Kumar



NAME eval – Evaluate Classification by program to ground truth SYNPOSIS eval if= ig= of= DESCRIPTION This program calculates percentage of misclassification between the input and ground truth. It can also output misclassification marked on the input image Value used for marking misclassification = 70 CONSTRAINTS None OPTIONS if= input image file ig= input ground truth file of= output misclassified voxel on the input image AUTHOR Vinny Chacko



NAME mask – Mask the 16-bit MRI head image to produce 16-bit brain MRI SYNPOSIS mask if= mf= of= DESCRIPTION This program uses the 8-bit brain mask to mask the 16-bit head MRI to generate the 16bit brain MRI image. Corrects for z-offset. CONSTRAINTS None OPTIONS if= input file 16bit original brain mri image /classes/ece547/images/brain/20Normals_T1/ mf= input mask file 8bit mri brain /classes/ece547/images/brain/20Normals_T1_brain/ of= output file 16bit brain image AUTHOR Ankur Kumar



NAME inhomfield – Creates artificial inhomogeneity field and applies it to the input SYNPOSIS inhomfield if= og= of=  DESCRIPTION This program creates an artificial inhomogeneity field based on various partial derivatives of Gaussian. All of the partial derivatives can be given at once. The artificial inhomogeneity field is applied on the input image (phantom brain). CONSTRAINTS None OPTIONS if= input file phantom brain og= Inhomogeneity Field optional output of= output file phantom+inhomogeneity -x Inhomogeneity Field is partial with respect -y Inhomogeneity Field is partial with respect -z Inhomogeneity Field is partial with respect -xx Inhomogeneity Field is double partial with -yy Inhomogeneity Field is double partial with -zz Inhomogeneity Field is double partial with



to X to Y to Z respect to X respect to Y respect to Z



AUTHOR Balu Nair



SCRIPTS No Correction ./mask if=/classes/ece547/images/brain/20Normals_T1/$1.vx mf=/classes/ece547/images/brain/20Normals_T1_brain/$1.vx of=results/nc/$1.vx ./gmmtraining if=results/nc/ ig=/classes/ece547/images/brain/20Normals_T1_seg/ of=gmm_params_nc.txt



./eval if=results/nc/$1.vx.gmm ig=/classes/ece547/images/brain/20Normals_T1_seg/$1.vx HUM ./mask if=/classes/ece547/images/brain/20Normals_T1/$1.vx mf=/classes/ece547/images/brain/20Normals_T1_brain/$1.vx of=brain.masked ./hum if=brain.masked of=results/hum/$1.vx og=results/hum/inhom.hum ./gmmtraining if=results/hum/ ig=/classes/ece547/images/brain/20Normals_T1_seg/ of=gmm_params_hum.txt ./gmmrun $1 $2 if=results/hum/ ig=/classes/ece547/images/brain/20Normals_T1_seg/ gp=gmm_params_hum.txt of=results/hum/ og=gmm_EM_params_hum.txt ./eval if=results/hum/$1.vx.gmm ig=/classes/ece547/images/brain/20Normals_T1_seg/$1.vx N3 ./mask if=/classes/ece547/images/brain/20Normals_T1/$1.vx mf=/classes/ece547/images/brain/20Normals_T1_brain/$1.vx of=brain.masked ./n3 if=brain.masked of=results/n3/$1.vx fwhm=$2 ./gmmtraining if=results/n3/ ig=/classes/ece547/images/brain/20Normals_T1_seg/ of=gmm_params_n3.txt ./gmmrun $1 $2 if=results/n3/ ig=/classes/ece547/images/brain/20Normals_T1_seg/ gp=gmm_params_n3.txt of=results/n3/ og=gmm_EM_params_n3.txt ./eval if=results/n3/$1.vx.gmm ig=/classes/ece547/images/brain/20Normals_T1_seg/$1.vx of=results/n3/$1out.vx



COMPUTER PROGRAMS



N3 /****************************************************************/ /* N3 - Sled et. al*/ /****************************************************************/ #include "VisXV4.h" #include "Vutil.h" #include "limits.h" #include  #include 



/* VisX structure include file */ /* VisX utility header files */



VXparam_t par[] = { /* command line structure */ { "if=", 0, " input file 16bit brain after running mask.c, run Sled's N3 inhomogeneity correction algorithm" }, { "og=", 0, " Inhomogeneity Field output, float image, optional parameter" }, { "of=", 0, " output file inhomogeneity corrected, short image " }, { "fwhm=", 0, " fwhm, default 0.15" }, { "i=", 0, " maximium iterations, default 50 " }, { "c=", 0, " convergence threshold, default 0.001" }, { "wn=", 0, " weiner filter noise, default 0.1, known as Z^2 in N3 Sled Paper" }, { "mg=", 0, " maximum generations/level for N3, maxiter per maxgeneration" }, { "d=", 0, " distance between basis functinos for cubic interpolation, 200 mm is default" }, { 0, 0, 0} }; #define IVAL par[0].val #define OGVAL par[1].val #define OVAL par[2].val #define FWHMVAL par[3].val #define MAXITERVAL par[4].val #define THRESHVAL par[5].val #define WNVAL par[6].val #define MGVAL par[7].val #define DVAL par[8].val /* variables */ int i,j,k; //iterators float xres, yres, zres; int im_height, im_length, im_width;



int maxiter, maxlevels; int iter, iterlevel; float cthresh; float conv_val, old_conv_val; float max_im, min_im; float tempval; float minog, maxog; /* sharpening image variables */ float fwhm; float zsquared; int numbins; /* FFT variables */ int *fbitbuffer = NIL(int); int *ibitbuffer = NIL(int); int flen = -1; int ilen = -1; float *ftrigbuffer = NIL(float); float *itrigbuffer = NIL(float); /* b-splines (cubic interpolations) variables */ int splineorder; float dist; float alphaNorm; float betaNorm; /* VisionX variables */ VisXfile_t *VXin, *VXout, *VXoutfield; VisXelem_t *vptr, *vfr; VisX3dim_t im, im_l, uim_l, sh_l, bf_l, newbf_l, tim_l, om, omshort; //suffix: _l (log) _f (frequency domain) /* subroutines */ void logImage(VisX3dim_t *lm); void expImage(VisX3dim_t *lm); void subtracter(VisX3dim_t *m1, VisX3dim_t *m2, VisX3dim_t *mo); void divider(VisX3dim_t *m1, VisX3dim_t *m2, VisX3dim_t *mo); void copyImg(VisX3dim_t *m1, VisX3dim_t *mo, int sh); float calcConverge(VisX3dim_t *m1, VisX3dim_t *m2); void enhanceImage(VisX3dim_t *mi, VisX3dim_t *mo); void convertToShortImage(VisX3dim_t *om, VisX3dim_t *omshort); void sharpenImage(VisX3dim_t *mi, VisX3dim_t *mo); void computeGaussian(float *re, float sl, int n); void updateInhomogeneityField(VisX3dim_t *mi, VisX3dim_t *mo); void convolve1dir(VisX3dim_t *im, float sigma, int direction, int kernellim,int order);



//FFT routines void doFFT(float *re, float *imag, int n, int ifft_flag, float *dre, float *dim); void computeFFT(float *re, float *im, int n); void computeIFFT(float *re, float *im, int n); void Vendfft(); void do_bit(int *buf, int n); void do_trig(float *tab, int n, int inc); void do_fft(float *a, float *b, float *c, int *d, int n);



////////////////// /// MAIN /// //////////////// int main(argc, argv) int argc; char *argv[]; { /* initialize */ VXparse(&argc, &argv, par); if(!IVAL || !OVAL) { fprintf(stderr, "missing if= or of= c=\n"); exit(1); } xres = 1.0; yres = 1.0; zres = 3.0; //resolution for brain images is 1x1x3mm numbins = 200; conv_val = 1.0; fwhm = 0.15; maxiter = 50; zsquared = 0.1; cthresh = 0.001; alphaNorm = .001; //alphaNorm = 1/MAXFLOAT; betaNorm = 0.5; maxlevels = 1; dist = 200.0; splineorder = 3; if(FWHMVAL) fwhm = atof(FWHMVAL); if(MAXITERVAL) maxiter = atoi(MAXITERVAL); if(THRESHVAL) cthresh = atof(THRESHVAL); if(WNVAL) zsquared = atof(WNVAL); if(MGVAL) maxlevels = atoi(MGVAL); if(DVAL) dist = atof(DVAL); //read input file



VXin = VXopen(IVAL, 0); vptr = VXread(VXin); VXout = VXopen(OVAL,1); if(VXNIL == (vptr = VXfind(vptr, VX_PSHORT))) { fprintf(stderr, "mask: no short image found in if= argument \n"); exit(1); } VXset3dim(&im, vptr, VXin); VXmake3dim(&im_l, VX_PFLOAT, im.bbx, 1); VXmake3dim(&uim_l, VX_PFLOAT, im.bbx, 1); VXmake3dim(&sh_l, VX_PFLOAT, im.bbx, 1); VXmake3dim(&bf_l, VX_PFLOAT, im.bbx, 1); //should be initialized with 0s VXmake3dim(&newbf_l, VX_PFLOAT, im.bbx, 1); VXmake3dim(&tim_l, VX_PFLOAT, im.bbx, 1); //VXmake3dim(&inhom, VX_PFLOAT, im.bbx, 1); VXmake3dim(&om, VX_PFLOAT, im.bbx, 1); VXmake3dim(&omshort, VX_PSHORT, im.bbx, 1); im_length = im.yhi - im.ylo; im_width = im.xhi - im.xlo; im_height = im.zhi - im.zlo; if(OGVAL) { VXoutfield = VXopen(OGVAL, 1); //VXmake3dim(&inhom, VX_PFLOAT, im.bbx, 1); } min_im = 100000.0; max_im = -100000.0; for(k=im.zlo;k0) { min_im = im.s[k][j][i]; } if(im.s[k][j][i]>max_im && im.s[k][j][i]>0) { max_im = im.s[k][j][i]; } }



} } //copy input into image_log (golden) and uncorrected_image_log copyImg(&im, &im_l, 1); copyImg(&im, &uim_l, 1); //VXembed3dim(&im_l,&im,0,0,0,0,0,0); //will embed actually work? //VXembed3dim(&uim_l,&im,0,0,0,0,0,0); //fprintf(stdout, "copied images \n"); logImage(&im_l); logImage(&uim_l); fprintf(stdout, "log of images computed\n"); old_conv_val = 2.0; //iterate until convergence or exhaustion, this is the N3 algorithm for(iterlevel=0; iterlevelcthresh && conv_val


} fprintf(stdout, "Output calculations \n"); //final computations //subtracter(&im_l, &bf_l, &tim_l); expImage(&bf_l); //make the biasfield_log, just a biasfield //divide original input image by bias field in intensity space to get final image divider(&im, &bf_l, &om); //expImage(&tim_l); //expImage(&bf_l); //fix this method consider min and max //copyImg(&tim_l, &om, 0); convertToShortImage(&om, &omshort); VXwrite(VXout, omshort.list); minog = 1000000.0; maxog = -1000000.0; if(OGVAL) {



logImage(&om); subtracter(&om, &im_l, &tim_l); //logImage(&tim_l); updateInhomogeneityField(&tim_l, &sh_l); //subtracter(&tim_l, &sh_l, &om); fprintf(stdout, "convolve direction: %d\n", 1); convolve1dir(&sh_l,zres,1,3,0); fprintf(stdout, "convolve direction: %d\n", 2); convolve1dir(&sh_l,yres,2,3,0); fprintf(stdout, "convolve direction: %d\n", 3); convolve1dir(&sh_l,xres,3,3,0); //updateInhomogeneityField(&tim_l, &sh_l); //subtracter(&sh_l, &tim_l, &newbf_l); expImage(&sh_l); convertToShortImage(&sh_l, &omshort); VXwrite(VXoutfield, sh_l.list); VXclose(VXoutfield); }



VXclose(VXout); VXclose(VXin); }



/* * calculates log of image, gets rid of NaN and Inf */ void logImage(VisX3dim_t *lm) { int d,e,f; float val; for(d=lm->zlo; dzhi; d++) { for(e=lm->ylo; eyhi; e++) { for(f=lm->xlo; fxhi; f++) { val = logf(lm->f[d][e][f]); if(isnan(val) || isinf(val)) { val = 0.0; } lm->f[d][e][f] = val; } } } } /* * calculates exp of image */ void expImage(VisX3dim_t *lm) { int d,e,f; float val; for(d=lm->zlo; dzhi; d++) { //fprintf(stdout, "working on slice %d\n",d); for(e=lm->ylo; eyhi; e++) { for(f=lm->xlo; fxhi; f++) { if(!isnan(lm->f[d][e][f]) && !isinf(lm->f[d][e][f])) { val = exp(lm->f[d][e][f]); lm->f[d][e][f] = val; } }



} } } /* * subtracts two images and stores in the thirds */ void subtracter(VisX3dim_t *m1, VisX3dim_t *m2, VisX3dim_t *mo) { int d,e,f; for(d=m1->zlo; dzhi; d++) { for(e=m1->ylo; eyhi; e++) { for(f=m1->xlo; fxhi; f++) { mo->f[d][e][f] = m1->f[d][e][f] - m2->f[d][e][f]; } } } //fprintf(stdout, " done with subtraction \n"); } /* * copy one image into another */ void copyImg(VisX3dim_t *m1, VisX3dim_t *mo, int sh) { int d,e,f; //fprintf(stdout, "copying..\n"); for(d=m1->zlo; dzhi; d++) { for(e=m1->ylo; eyhi; e++) { for(f=m1->xlo; fxhi; f++) { if(sh) { mo->f[d][e][f] = (float)m1->s[d][e][f]; } else { mo->f[d][e][f] = m1->f[d][e][f]; } }



} } //fprintf(stdout, "done copying\n"); } /* * divides two images and stores in the thirds */ void divider(VisX3dim_t *m1, VisX3dim_t *m2, VisX3dim_t *mo) { int d,e,f; for(d=m1->zlo; dzhi; d++) { for(e=m1->ylo; eyhi; e++) { for(f=m1->xlo; fxhi; f++) { if(m2->f[d][e][f]!=0) { mo->f[d][e][f] = (float)m1->s[d][e][f] / m2>f[d][e][f]; } } } } } /* * calculates termination criteria, coefficient of variation */ float calcConverge(VisX3dim_t *m1, VisX3dim_t *m2) { //VisX3dim_t tm; int d, e, f; float num, mean, sum, cov, val; float acmean, acsigma, infnum; float maxv, minv; float sigma; maxv = -1000000.0; minv=1000000.0; //VXmake3dim(&tm, VX_PFLOAT, m1->bbx, 1); num = 0.0; mean = 0.0; sigma = 0.0; acmean = mean;



acsigma = sigma; for(d=m1->zlo; dzhi; d++) { for(e=m1->ylo; eyhi; e++) { for(f=m1->xlo; fxhi; f++) { val = m1->f[d][e][f] - m2->f[d][e][f]; val = exp(val); if(!isnan(val) && !isinf(val)) { num+=1.0; //sum+=val; if(num>1.0) { sigma = sigma + (val-mean)*(valmean)*(num-1.0)/num; } mean = mean*(1.0-(1.0/num)) + val/num; } else { infnum+=1.0; }



} } } sigma = sqrt(sigma/(num-1.0)); fprintf(stdout, "\n ::CalcConvergence: mean=%f num=%f sigma=%f infnum=%f\n",mean,num, sigma,infnum); cov = sigma/mean; //VXreset3dim(&tm); return cov; } /* * enhance the image for inhomogeneity field */ void enhanceImage(VisX3dim_t *mi, VisX3dim_t *mo) { float min, max, ratio, maxout, minout; int kk, jj, ii;



min = 100000.0; max = -100000.0; for(kk=mi->zlo;kkzhi;kk++) { for(jj=mi->ylo;jjyhi;jj++) { for(ii=mi->xlo;iixhi;ii++) { if(mi->f[kk][jj][ii]f[kk][jj][ii]; } if(mi->f[kk][jj][ii]>max) { max = mi->f[kk][jj][ii]; } } } } fprintf(stdout, "enhanceImage: min=%f, max=%f\n",min,max); if(minzlo;kkzhi;kk++) { for(jj=mi->ylo;jjyhi;jj++) { for(ii=mi->xlo;iixhi;ii++) { mi->f[kk][jj][ii] += abs(min); } } } } min = 100000.0; max = -100000.0; for(kk=mi->zlo;kkzhi;kk++) { for(jj=mi->ylo;jjyhi;jj++) { for(ii=mi->xlo;iixhi;ii++) { if(mi->f[kk][jj][ii]f[kk][jj][ii];



} if(mi->f[kk][jj][ii]>max) { max = mi->f[kk][jj][ii]; } } } } ratio = 255.0/(max-min); fprintf(stdout, "enhanceImage: Ratio %f\n",ratio); //ratio = 65534.0 / (max_im - min_im); //scale factor maxout = min + ratio*max; minout = min + ratio*min; for(kk=mi->zlo;kkzhi;kk++) { for(jj=mi->ylo;jjyhi;jj++) { for(ii=mi->xlo;iixhi;ii++) { if(mi->f[kk][jj][ii]>0.0) { if(mi->f[kk][jj][ii]>max) { mo->f[kk][jj][ii] = maxout; } else if(mi->f[kk][jj][ii]f[kk][jj][ii] = minout; } else { mo->f[kk][jj][ii] = min+ratio*mi>f[kk][jj][ii]; } //mo->f[kk][jj][ii] = 255.0; } else { mo->f[kk][jj][ii] = 0.0; } } } }



} /* * convert float image to unsigned short image */ void convertToShortImage(VisX3dim_t *om, VisX3dim_t *omshort) { float min, max, ratio, maxout, minout; int kk, jj, ii;



/*SCALING CODE SCALING CODE SCALING CODE if FFLAG*/



fprintf(stderr, "GOT HERE\n"); min = 100000.0; max = -100000.0; for(kk=im.zlo;kkf[kk][jj][ii]f[kk][jj][ii]; } if(om->f[kk][jj][ii]>max) { max = om->f[kk][jj][ii]; } } } } fprintf(stdout, "min=%f, max=%f\n",min,max); //get rid of no-signal (0) in om.f replace by min-1 if(minf[kk][jj][ii] += abs(min);



} } } } min = 100000.0; max = -100000.0; for(kk=im.zlo;kkf[kk][jj][ii]f[kk][jj][ii]; } if(om->f[kk][jj][ii]>max) { max = om->f[kk][jj][ii]; } } } } ratio = 65534.0 / (max_im - min_im); //scale factor //ratio/=1; maxout = min_im + ratio * max_im; minout = min_im + ratio * min_im; //offset = minout; fprintf(stderr, "values: max %f maxout %f min %f minout %f ratio %f \n", max,maxout,min,minout,ratio); fprintf(stderr, "min_im:%f max_im:%f\n",min_im, max_im); for(kk=im.zlo; kk < im.zhi; kk++) { for(jj=im.ylo; jj < im.yhi; jj++) { for(ii=im.xlo; ii < im.xhi; ii++) { if(om->f[kk][jj][ii] > 0.0) { if(om->f[kk][jj][ii] > max) //useless statement { omshort->s[kk][jj][ii] = (unsigned short) maxout;//+offset;



} else if(om->f[kk][jj][ii] < min) //useless statement { omshort->s[kk][jj][ii] = (unsigned short) minout;//+offset;//+offset; } else { omshort->s[kk][jj][ii] = (unsigned short) (min_im + ratio * om->f[kk][jj][ii]);//+offset; } //fprintf(stdout, "omshort.s[%d][%d][%d]=%d\n",k,j,i,omshort.s[k][j][i]); } else { omshort->s[kk][jj][ii] = (unsigned short) 0; } } } }



min = 100000.0; max = -100000.0; for(kk=im.zlo;kks[kk][jj][ii]s[kk][jj][ii]; } if(omshort->s[kk][jj][ii]>max ) { max = omshort->s[kk][jj][ii]; } } } } fprintf(stdout, "omshort: max %f min %f\n",max, min);



if(mins[kk][jj][ii] += abs(min); } } } } /* END SCALING CODE */ } /* * sharpen the image using Weiner Deconvolution Filter, using method from Sled's N3 */ void sharpenImage(VisX3dim_t *mi, VisX3dim_t *mo) { int d,e,f; float min, maxx, slope, indf, offset, power; int index, histsize, histoff; float *hist; float *V_re, *V_im, *Vf_re, *Vf_im; float *F_re, *F_im, *Ff_re, *Ff_im; float *Gf_re, *Gf_im; float *Uf_re, *Uf_im, *U_re, *U_im; float denom; float *numerator_re, *numerator_im, *numeratorf_re, *numeratorf_im; float *denominator_re, *denominator_im, *denominatorf_re, *denominatorf_im; float *E_re, *E_final; float corr_val; int E_size; //fprintf(stdout, "sharpening ..."); hist = NEWN(float, numbins); min = 100000.0; maxx = -100000.0; for(d=mi->zlo; dzhi; d++) { for(e=mi->ylo; eyhi; e++) {



for(f=mi->xlo; fxhi; f++) { if(mi->f[d][e][f]f[d][e][f]>0.0) { min = mi->f[d][e][f]; } if(mi->f[d][e][f]>maxx && mi->f[d][e][f]>0.0) { maxx = mi->f[d][e][f]; } } } } slope = (maxx-min)/((float)numbins-1); //Triangular Parzen Window for(d=mi->zlo; dzhi; d++) { for(e=mi->ylo; eyhi; e++) { for(f=mi->xlo; fxhi; f++) { indf = (mi->f[d][e][f]-min)/slope; index = (int)floorf(indf); offset = indf - (float)index; //offset is always < 1 if(offset == 0.0) { hist[index] += 1.0; } else if(index < numbins-1) { hist[index] += 1.0 - offset; hist[index+1] += offset; } } } } //for the FFT, zero-pad histogram to power of 2 power = ceilf(logf((float)numbins)/logf(2.0)) + 1; histsize = (int)(powf(2.0, power) + 0.5); histoff = (int)(0.5*(histsize-numbins)); V_re = NEWN(float, histsize); V_im = NEWN(float, histsize); for(d=0; d


} //FFT the V, to find Vf Vf_re = NEWN(float, histsize); Vf_im = NEWN(float, histsize); doFFT(V_re, V_im, histsize, 0, Vf_re, Vf_im); //FFT //compute Gaussian Filter F_re = NEWN(float, histsize); F_im = NEWN(float, histsize); computeGaussian(F_re, slope, histsize); Ff_re = NEWN(float, histsize); Ff_im = NEWN(float,histsize); doFFT(F_re, F_im, histsize, 0, Ff_re, Ff_im); //FFT //create deconvolution filter - Weiner Gf_re = NEWN(float, histsize); Gf_im = NEWN(float, histsize); for(d=0; d


numeratorf_im = NEWN(float, histsize); for(d=0;d


//get rid of padding for(d=histoff; d


//write to output array for(d=mi->zlo; dzhi; d++) { for(e=mi->ylo; eyhi; e++) { for(f=mi->xlo; fxhi; f++) { indf = (mi->f[d][e][f]-min)/slope; index = (int)floorf(indf); corr_val = 0.0; if(index < E_size - 1 ) { corr_val = E_final[index] + (E_final[index+1] E_final[index])*(indf - (float)index); } else { corr_val = E_final[E_size-1]; //FIX size } /*if(corr_valf[d][e][f] = corr_val; } } } DISPOSE(hist); DISPOSE(V_im); DISPOSE(V_re); DISPOSE(Vf_re); DISPOSE(Vf_im); DISPOSE(F_re); DISPOSE(F_im); DISPOSE(Ff_re); DISPOSE(Ff_im); DISPOSE(Gf_re);



DISPOSE(Gf_im); DISPOSE(Uf_re); DISPOSE(Uf_im); DISPOSE(U_re); DISPOSE(U_im); DISPOSE(numerator_re); DISPOSE(numerator_im); DISPOSE(numeratorf_re); DISPOSE(numeratorf_im); DISPOSE(denominator_re); DISPOSE(denominator_im); DISPOSE(denominatorf_re); DISPOSE(denominatorf_im); DISPOSE(E_re); DISPOSE(E_final); //fprintf(stdout, " done sharpening\n"); } /* * compute Gaussian */ void computeGaussian(float *re, float sl, int n) { float sfwhm = fwhm/sl; //scaled fwhm float exponent = 4.0*log(2.0)/sqrt(sfwhm); float scale = 2.0*sqrt(log(2.0)/M_PI)/sfwhm; int halfsize = 0.5*n; int d; for(d=1; d


/* * update inhomogeneity field estimate based on b-splines, cubic interpolation * uses sigmoid/logistic function to calculate weights for all image pixels */ void updateInhomogeneityField(VisX3dim_t *mi, VisX3dim_t *mo)



{ int d,dd, e, f; int num; float min, max, val; float alpha, beta; float *point, *vec; VisXelem_t *pts, *tpts; float infnum; /* b-splines variables */ float w, xWeight[4], yWeight[4], zWeight[4]; int xb, yb, zb, xIndex[4], yIndex[4], zIndex[4]; float pix, pixval; //fprintf(stdout, "starting b-splines update ... \n"); vec = malloc(4*sizeof(float)); //[x y z, weight] pts = VXinit(); tpts = pts; //copy pointer for later use min = 100000.0; max = -100000.0; for(d=mi->zlo; dzhi; d++) { for(e=mi->ylo; eyhi; e++) { for(f=mi->xlo; fxhi; f++) { val = abs(mi->f[d][e][f]); //absolute value if(val0.0) { min = val; } if(val>max && val>0.0) { max = val; } num++; } } } //initialize all weights for all samples of pixels val = 0.0; if((max-min)==0) { max = abs(rand() % 100 + 1); }



alpha = (max-min)/(12.0*alphaNorm); beta = min + (max-min)*betaNorm; fprintf(stdout, "\n## ALPHA:%f BETA:%f",alpha,beta); fprintf(stdout, " max=%f and min=%f max-min=%f\n",max,min,max-min); for(d=mi->zlo; dzhi; d++) { //fprintf(stdout, "considering slice %d\n",d); for(e=mi->ylo; eyhi; e++) { for(f=mi->xlo; fxhi; f++) { val = mi->f[d][e][f]; if(!isnan(val) && !isinf(val) && val>0.0) { vec[0] = (float) f*xres/zres; //x vec[1] = (float) e*yres/zres; //y vec[2] = (float) d; //z vec[3] = 1.0 / (1.0 + exp(-(val-beta)/alpha)); //sigmoid function weight //VXaddelem(pts, VX_V3D, (float *)point, 4*sizeof(float)); //add to list, converted to mm space //fprintf(stdout, "[%d][%d][%d]=%f wt=%f\n",d,e,f,val,vec[3]); xb = (int)floor(vec[0]) - splineorder/2; //splineorder/2 is int yb = (int)floor(vec[1]) - splineorder/2; zb = (int)floor(vec[2]) - splineorder/2; for(dd=0;dd


//y //w = vec[1] - vec[4]; w = vec[1] - (float)yIndex[1]; w *= vec[3]; yWeight[3] = (1.0 / 6.0) * w * w * w; yWeight[0] = (1.0 / 6.0) + (1.0 / 2.0) * w * (w - 1.0) - yWeight[3]; yWeight[2] = w + yWeight[0] - 2.0 * yWeight[3]; yWeight[1] = 1.0 - yWeight[0] - yWeight[2] yWeight[3]; //z //w = vec[2] - vec[4]; w = vec[2] - (float)zIndex[1]; w *= vec[3]; zWeight[3] = (1.0 / 6.0) * w * w * w; zWeight[0] = (1.0 / 6.0) + (1.0 / 2.0) * w * (w - 1.0) - zWeight[3]; zWeight[2] = w + zWeight[0] - 2.0 * zWeight[3]; zWeight[1] = 1.0 - zWeight[0] - zWeight[2] zWeight[3]; //pix = mi->f[d][e][f]; pix = mi->f[(int)vec[2]][(int)vec[1]][(int)vec[0]]; //got pixel value //pix *= vec[3]; //sigmoid weighing, is this needed? should this be added? or multiplied? pixval = xWeight[0]*pix*pix*pix + xWeight[1]*pix*pix + xWeight[2]*pix + xWeight[3]; //x-dim pixval += yWeight[0]*pix*pix*pix + yWeight[1]*pix*pix + yWeight[2]*pix + yWeight[3]; //y-dim pixval += zWeight[0]*pix*pix*pix + zWeight[1]*pix*pix + zWeight[2]*pix + zWeight[3]; //z-dim if(isnan(pixval) || isinf(pixval) || pixvalf[d][e][f]=pixval;//*vec[3]*vec[3]*vec[3]; } } } }



fprintf(stdout, " INFNUM=%f\n",infnum); } /* * 1-D FFT wrapper */ void doFFT(float *re, float *imag, int n, int ifft_flag, float *dre, float *dim) { float fraction; float *rep, *imp; int d; rep = NEWN(float, n); imp = NEWN(float, n); fraction = 1/sqrt((float)n); for(d=0; d


void computeFFT(float *re, float *im, int n) { if (flen != n) { if (fbitbuffer != NIL(int)) DISPOSE(fbitbuffer);



fbitbuffer = NEWN(int, n); do_bit(fbitbuffer, n); if (ftrigbuffer != NIL(float)) DISPOSE(ftrigbuffer); ftrigbuffer = NEWN(float, n); do_trig(ftrigbuffer, n, 1); flen = n; } do_fft(re, im, ftrigbuffer, fbitbuffer, n); } void computeIFFT(float *re, float *im, int n) { if (ilen != n) { if (ibitbuffer != NIL(int)) DISPOSE(ibitbuffer); ibitbuffer = NEWN(int, n); do_bit(ibitbuffer, n); if (itrigbuffer != NIL(float)) DISPOSE(itrigbuffer); itrigbuffer = NEWN(float, n); do_trig(itrigbuffer, n, -1); } do_fft(re, im, itrigbuffer, ibitbuffer, n); } void Vendfft() { ilen = -1; flen = -1; if (fbitbuffer != NIL(int)) { DISPOSE(fbitbuffer); fbitbuffer = NIL(int); } if (ftrigbuffer != NIL(float)) { DISPOSE(ftrigbuffer); ftrigbuffer = NIL(float); } if (ibitbuffer != NIL(int)) { DISPOSE(ibitbuffer); ibitbuffer = NIL(int); } if (itrigbuffer != NIL(float)) { DISPOSE(itrigbuffer); itrigbuffer = NIL(float); }



} /* do_bit(): * generate the bit reversal array for n elements */ void do_bit(int *buf, int n) { int nb; register int i, j, k; nb = (int) floor((double) (0.5 + (log((double) n) / log((double) 2.0)))); for (i = 0; i < n; i++) { for (k = 0, j = 0; j < nb; j++) k = (k << 1) | ((i >> j) & 0x00000001); buf[i] = k; } } /* end do_bit */ /* do_trig(): * Generate the trig table inc = 1 for forward transform -1 for inverse */ void do_trig(float *tab, int n, int inc) { register int i, n2; float wa, iwa; n2 = n >> 1; wa = -2.0 * M_PI * inc / n; /* make the trig table for (i = 0; i < n2; i++) { iwa = i * wa; tab[i] = (float) cos((double) iwa); tab[i + n2] = (float) sin((double) iwa); } } /* end do_trig */



*/



/* do_fft(): * Perform fast fourier transform on the data given. * Parameters: * a = floating point array containing the real part of the data * b = floating point array containing the imaginary part of the data * c = floating point buffer to be used in the trig table



* d = integer buffer pointing to the bit reversal table * n = number of points [power of 2] * Method used: * First we precalculate a table of sines and cosines to avoid * recalculation at every iteration. The GGrangeization used is * by Gentlemen and Sande. [Decimation in frequency for radix 2] * Notes: * The output data is not normalized, ie. they should be multiplied * by the sampling interval dt (forward transform) or by 1 / (n * dt) * inverse transform. */ void do_fft(float *a, float *b, float *c, int *d, int n) { int i, k, l, m; /* indexes */ int n2, nb, k1, kk, ip, k2, lk2, nk2; float fl, fn, tempr, tempi, ak, bk; /* compute useful constants */ fn = n; nb = (int) floor((double) (0.5 + (log((double) fn) / log((double) 2.0)))); n2 = nk2 = (n >> 1); for (l = 1; l > 1); while (k < n2) { k2 = k; m = k + i * n;



kk = m + n2; ak = a[m] - a[kk]; bk = b[m] - b[kk]; a[m] = a[m] + a[kk]; b[m] = b[m] + b[kk]; lk2 = ip * k2; a[kk] = (ak * c[lk2]) - (bk * c[nk2 + lk2]); b[kk] = (ak * c[nk2 + lk2]) + (bk * c[lk2]); k = k2 + 1; } } n = n2; } n = (int) fn; for (i = 0; i < n; i++) { k1 = d[i]; if (i < k1) { tempr = a[i]; tempi = b[i]; a[i] = a[k1]; b[i] = b[k1]; a[k1] = tempr; b[k1] = tempi; } } }



/* end do_fft */



void convolve1dir(VisX3dim_t *im, float sigma, int direction, int kernellim,int order) { // Convolution in one direction float value,newvalue; float divider; float pi; int xbord,ybord,zbord; int xloc,yloc,zloc; int k,i,j; int x,y,z; int MFLAG; MFLAG = 1; VisX3dim_t tm; /* Create borders for x, y and z. The for loops are run from 0 to 0 (1 iteration) in directions in which is not convolved and from -kernellim to +kernellim in the direction in which is convolved. */ xbord=0; ybord=0; zbord=0;



if (direction==1) zbord=kernellim; if (direction==2) ybord=kernellim; if (direction==3) xbord=kernellim; float gaussiankernel[zbord*2+1][ybord*2+1][xbord*2+1]; pi = 3.14159265; divider=sqrt(2*M_PI)*sigma; VXembed3dim(&tm,im,0,0,0,0,0,0); /* Create Gaussian Kernel */ for (z=-zbord;zzlo; k zhi; k++){ for (j = im->ylo; j yhi; j++){ for (i = im->xlo; i xhi; i++){ /* Convolution */ newvalue=0; for (z=-zbord;zzlo) zloc=zloc+2*(im->zlo-zloc); if(ylocylo) yloc=yloc+2*(im->ylo-yloc); if(xlocxlo) xloc=xloc+2*(im->xlo-xloc); if(zloc>im->zhi) zloc=zloc+2*(im->zhi-zloc);



if(yloc>im->yhi) yloc=yloc+2*(im->yhi-yloc); if(xloc>im->xhi) xloc=xloc+2*(im->xhi-xloc); /* Update convolution so far */ value=(float)tm.f[zloc][yloc][xloc]; }else{ /* Solve border-crossing problem via zero-padding */ if(zloczlo||ylocylo||xlocxlo||zloc>im->zhi||yloc>im>yhi||xloc>im->xhi){ value=(float)0; }else{ value=(float)tm.f[zloc][yloc][xloc]; } } newvalue=newvalue+value*gaussiankernel[z+zbord][y+ybord][x+xbord]; } im->f[k][j][i]=newvalue; } } } VXreset3dim(&tm); }



HUM /****************************************************************/ /* HUM - homomorphic unsharp masking */ /****************************************************************/ #include "VisXV4.h" #include "Vutil.h" #include "limits.h" #include  #include 



/* VisX structure include file */ /* VisX utility header files */



VXparam_t par[] = { /* command line structure */ { "if=", 0, " input file 16bit brain" }, { "og=", 0, " Inhomogeneity Field output, float image" }, { "of=", 0, " output file inhomogeneity corrected, default short " }, { "c=", 0, " proportionality parameter, default: mean of input file" }, { "-f", 0, " output in float format " }, { 0, 0, 0}



}; #define IVAL par[0].val #define OGVAL par[1].val #define OVAL par[2].val #define CVAL par[3].val #define FFLAG par[4].val /* variables */ int i,j,k,w; //iterators



VisXfile_t *VXin, *VXout, *VXim, *VXfield; VisXelem_t *vptr, *vfr; VisX3dim_t im, imm, om, inhom, omshort, eim, vim; int minval; int maxval; float xres, yres, zres; float offset; float min, minout; float max, maxout; float ratio; float prop; float avg,avg2,avg3; float min_im, max_im; int sum; int count; void convolve1dir(VisX3dim_t *im, float sigma, int direction, int kernellim,int order);



////////////////// /// MAIN /// //////////////// int main(argc, argv) int argc; char *argv[]; { /* initialize */ VXparse(&argc, &argv, par); if(!IVAL || !OVAL || !OGVAL) { fprintf(stderr, "missing if= or og= or of= c=\n"); exit(1); } //resolution for brain images is 1x1x3



xres = 1.0; yres = 1.0; zres = 3.0; prop = 0.001; //need to find default value if(CVAL) prop = atof(CVAL);



//read input file VXin = VXopen(IVAL, 0); vfr = VXread(VXin); if(VXNIL == (vfr = VXfind(vfr, VX_PSHORT))) { fprintf(stderr, "mask: no short image found in if= argument \n"); exit(1); } VXset3dim(&imm, vfr, VXin); VXmake3dim (&inhom, VX_PFLOAT, imm.bbx, 1); VXmake3dim (&om, VX_PFLOAT, imm.bbx, 1); //output VXout = VXopen(OVAL,1); VXim = VXopen(OGVAL,1); VXmake3dim(&im, VX_PSHORT,imm.bbx,1); VXmake3dim (&omshort, VX_PSHORT, imm.bbx, 1); //output structure VXmake3dim(&vim, VX_PFLOAT,imm.bbx,1); VXmake3dim(&eim, VX_PFLOAT,imm.bbx,1); //find max and min values minval = 100000; maxval = -100000; for(k=imm.zlo;kmaxval) { maxval = imm.s[k][j][i]; } } } } offset = abs(minval);



fprintf(stderr,"minval: %d maxval:%d off=%f \n",minval, maxval,offset); min_im = minval; max_im = maxval; for(k=im.zlo;k


fprintf(stdout, "convolve direction: %d\n", 1); convolve1dir(&eim,zres,1,3,0); fprintf(stdout, "convolve direction: %d\n", 2); convolve1dir(&eim,yres,2,3,0); fprintf(stdout, "convolve direction: %d\n", 3); convolve1dir(&eim,xres,3,3,0); min = 100000; max = -100000; count=0; for(k=im.zlo;kmax) { max = eim.f[k][j][i]; } count++; avg2+=eim.f[k][j][i]; } } } avg2 = avg2/count; fprintf(stdout, "V: avg:%f, LPF(V): MAX,min(%f,%f) avg2:%f\n",avg,max,min,avg2); //prop = max; //normalize prop = abs(avg2-avg)/avg; //the proportionality constant //prop = 1/prop; fprintf(stderr, "propotionality parameter is %f bl=%f, avg1=%f avg2=%f avg2/avg=%f avg/avg2=%f avg-avg2=%f \n",prop, (avg2-avg)/avg, avg, avg2, avg2/avg, avg/avg2, avg-avg2); //standardize /*for(k=im.zlo;k


//{ eim.f[k][j][i] += abs(min); //} } } }*/ for(k=im.zlo;kmax) { max = eim.f[k][j][i]; } } } } fprintf(stdout, "eim:LPF(V) max,min %f %f\n",max,min); /*for(k=im.zlo;k


//sigma2 = sigma2/count; //if(!CVAL) prop = sum/count; //prop = prop/(maxval-minval); //sigma^2/mean sigma = sigma + pow((im.s[k][j][i]-AvgPixel),2); //prop = 1/pow((2*M_PI*xres*yres),2); //prop = prop*(1/sqrt(2*M_PI*zres*zres)); //prop = ((sigma2/avg)); //prop = 1.0/27.0; //prop = 1.0/(max-min); //prop = (abs(sigma2/avg)); //prop = 27.0; //calculate inhomogeneity field and true image for(k=im.zlo;k0 && vim.f[k][j][i]>0) { //inhom.f[k][j][i]=eim.f[k][j][i]/prop; //om.f[k][j][i] = vim.f[k][j][i]/inhom.f[k][j][i]; inhom.f[k][j][i] = logf(eim.f[k][j][i]) - logf(prop); // inhomogeneity scaled by prop //inhom.f[k][j][i] = eim.f[k][j][i] - prop; // inhomogeneity scaled by prop om.f[k][j][i] = logf(vim.f[k][j][i]) inhom.f[k][j][i];//inhom.f[k][j][i]; //log true image estimated, subtraction in log domain //om.f[k][j][i] = logf(eim.f[k][j][i])logf(inhom.f[k][j][i]); //log true image estimated, subtraction in log domain //fprintf(stdout, "[%d][%d][%d]inhom.log=%f om.log=%f eim.log=%f eim.f=%f om.f=%f",k,j,i,log(inhom.f[k][j][i]),om.f[k][j][i],(eim.f[k][j][i]),expf(eim.f[k][j][i]),expf( om.f[k][j][i])); inhom.f[k][j][i] = expf(inhom.f[k][j][i]); //inhomogeneity field om.f[k][j][i] = expf(om.f[k][j][i]);//+inhom.f[k][j][i]); //estimated true image*/



//om.f[k][j][i] = om.f[k][j][i]*inhom.f[k][j][i]; //fprintf(stdout, " inhom=%f om=%f prop=%f\n",inhom.f[k][j][i],om.f[k][j][i],prop); } } } } count = 0; min = 100000; max = -100000; avg3 = 0; for(k=om.zlo;kmax) { max = om.f[k][j][i]; } //if(isnan(om.f[0][0][1])) fprintf(stdout, "!\n"); //if(isnan(avg3)||isnan(count)) {fprintf(stdout, "[%d][%d][%d] count:%d avg3:%f\n",k,j,i,count, avg3);} count++; avg3 = avg3 + om.f[k][j][i]; } } } fprintf(stdout, "sum:%f count:%d\n",avg3,count); avg3 = avg3/count; fprintf(stdout, "V:avg=%f LPF(V):avg2:%f Corr:avg3:%f Corr:max,min %f %f\n",avg,avg2,avg3,max,min); if(!FFLAG) { /*SCALING CODE SCALING CODE SCALING CODE if FFLAG*/



fprintf(stderr, "GOT HERE\n"); min = 100000; max = -100000;



for(k=im.zlo;kmax) { max = om.f[k][j][i]; } } } } fprintf(stdout, "min=%f, max=%f\n",min,max); //get rid of no-signal (0) in om.f replace by min-1 if(min


{ min = om.f[k][j][i]; } if(om.f[k][j][i]>max) { max = om.f[k][j][i]; } } } } ratio = 65534.0 / (max_im - min_im); //scale factor //ratio/=1; maxout = min_im + ratio * max_im; minout = min_im + ratio * min_im; offset = minout; fprintf(stderr, "values: max %f maxout %f min %f minout %f ratio %f offset %f \n", max,maxout,min,minout,ratio,offset); for(k=im.zlo; k 0 && vim.f[k][j][i]>0) { if(om.f[k][j][i] > max) //useless statement { omshort.s[k][j][i] = ( short) maxout;//+offset; } else if(om.f[k][j][i] < min) //useless statement { omshort.s[k][j][i] = ( short) minout;//+offset;//+offset; } else { omshort.s[k][j][i] = ( short) (min_im + ratio * om.f[k][j][i]);//+offset; }



//fprintf(stdout, "omshort.s[%d][%d][%d]=%d\n",k,j,i,omshort.s[k][j][i]); } else { omshort.s[k][j][i] = ( short) 0; } } } }



min = 100000; max = -100000; for(k=im.zlo;kmax) { max = omshort.s[k][j][i]; } } } } fprintf(stdout, "omshort: max %f min %f\n",max, min); if(min


//} } } } //min=0; } /* END SCALING CODE */ }



VXwrite(VXim, inhom.list); VXclose(VXim); if(FFLAG) { VXwrite(VXout, om.list); } else { VXwrite(VXout, omshort.list); } VXclose(VXout); VXclose(VXin); } void convolve1dir(VisX3dim_t *im, float sigma, int direction, int kernellim,int order) { // Convolution in one direction float value,newvalue; float divider; float pi; int xbord,ybord,zbord; int xloc,yloc,zloc; int k,i,j; int x,y,z; int MFLAG; MFLAG = 1; VisX3dim_t tm; /* Create borders for x, y and z. The for loops are run from 0 to 0 (1 iteration) in directions in which is not convolved and from -kernellim to +kernellim in the direction in which is convolved. */ xbord=0; ybord=0; zbord=0; if (direction==1) zbord=kernellim;



if (direction==2) ybord=kernellim; if (direction==3) xbord=kernellim; float gaussiankernel[zbord*2+1][ybord*2+1][xbord*2+1]; pi = 3.14159265; divider=sqrt(2*M_PI)*sigma; VXembed3dim(&tm,im,0,0,0,0,0,0); /* Create Gaussian Kernel */ for (z=-zbord;zzlo; k zhi; k++){ for (j = im->ylo; j yhi; j++){ for (i = im->xlo; i xhi; i++){ /* Convolution */ newvalue=0; for (z=-zbord;zzlo) zloc=zloc+2*(im->zlo-zloc); if(ylocylo) yloc=yloc+2*(im->ylo-yloc); if(xlocxlo) xloc=xloc+2*(im->xlo-xloc);



if(zloc>im->zhi) zloc=zloc+2*(im->zhi-zloc); if(yloc>im->yhi) yloc=yloc+2*(im->yhi-yloc); if(xloc>im->xhi) xloc=xloc+2*(im->xhi-xloc); /* Update convolution so far */ value=(float)tm.f[zloc][yloc][xloc]; }else{ /* Solve border-crossing problem via zero-padding */ if(zloczlo||ylocylo||xlocxlo||zloc>im->zhi||yloc>im>yhi||xloc>im->xhi){ value=(float)0; }else{ value=(float)tm.f[zloc][yloc][xloc]; } } newvalue=newvalue+value*gaussiankernel[z+zbord][y+ybord][x+xbord]; } im->f[k][j][i]=newvalue; //fprintf(stdout, "[%d][%d][%d]=%f\n",k,j,i,newvalue/3.0); } } } VXreset3dim(&tm); }



CREATE INHOMOGENEITY FIELD /****************************************************************/ /* inhomfield – create fake inhomogeneity field */ /****************************************************************/ #include "VisXV4.h" #include "Vutil.h" #include "limits.h" #include  #include 



/* VisX structure include file */ /* VisX utility header files */



VXparam_t par[] = { /* command line structure */ { "if=", 0, " input file phantom brain" }, { "og=", 0, " Inhomogeneity Field optional output" }, { "of=", 0, " output file phantom+inhomogeneity" },



{ { { { { { { 0, };



"-x", "-y", "-z", "-xx", "-yy", "-zz",



0, "Inhomogeneity Field is partial with respect to X" }, 0, "Inhomogeneity Field is partial with respect to Y" }, 0, "Inhomogeneity Field is partial with respect to Z" }, 0, "Inhomogeneity Field is double partial with respect to X" }, 0, "Inhomogeneity Field is double partial with respect to Y" }, 0, "Inhomogeneity Field is double partial with respect to Z" },



0, 0}



#define IVAL par[0].val #define IMFVAL par[1].val #define OVAL par[2].val #define XIMVAL par[3].val #define YIMVAL par[4].val #define ZIMVAL par[5].val #define XXIMVAL par[6].val #define YYIMVAL par[7].val #define ZZIMVAL par[8].val /* variables */ int i,j,k,w; //iterators



VisXfile_t *VXin, *VXout, *VXim, *VXfield; VisXelem_t *vptr, *vfr; VisX3dim_t im, om, inhomo, omshort; float sigma; float AvgPixel; int cnt; float scale; int minval; int maxval; float offset; float min, minout; float max, maxout; float val; float ratio; // //float inhomo;= 1/sqrt(2*3.141592645*sigX)*exp(



//////////////////



/// MAIN /// //////////////// int main(argc, argv) int argc; char *argv[]; { /* initialize */ VXparse(&argc, &argv, par); if(!IVAL || !OVAL) { fprintf(stderr, "missing if= or mf= or of=\n"); exit(1); } minval = 100000; maxval = -100000; scale = 1;//.0003; //read mask file //VXmf = VXopen(MFVAL, 0); //vptr = VXread(VXmf); //if(VXNIL == (vptr = VXfind(vptr, VX_PBYTE))) //{ // fprintf(stderr, "mask: no byte image found in mf= argument \n"); // exit(1); //} //VXset3dim(&mf, vptr, VXmf); //read input file VXin = VXopen(IVAL, 0); vfr = VXread(VXin); if(VXNIL == (vfr = VXfind(vfr, VX_PSHORT))) { fprintf(stderr, "mask: no short image found in if= argument \n"); exit(1); } VXset3dim(&im, vfr, VXin); VXmake3dim (&inhomo, VX_PFLOAT, im.bbx, 1); VXmake3dim (&om, VX_PFLOAT, im.bbx, 1); //output VXout = VXopen(OVAL,1); VXmake3dim (&omshort, VX_PSHORT, im.bbx, 1); //output structure



//find max and min values for(k=im.zlo;k


{ for(i=im.xlo;imaxval) { maxval = im.s[k][j][i]; } } } }



for(k=im.zlo;k minval) cnt++; } } } fprintf(stderr, "Total Pixel Count: %d im dimensions: %i %i %i %i %i %i \n", cnt,im.zlo,im.zhi,im.ylo,im.yhi,im.xlo,im.xhi); AvgPixel = (AvgPixel/cnt); fprintf(stderr, "Avg Pixel Count : %f \n", AvgPixel); //AvgPixel = .1 * AvgPixel; //fprintf(stderr, "Avg Pixel Count 10%: %f \n", AvgPixel); for(k=im.zlo;k minval) sigma = sigma + pow((im.s[k][j][i]AvgPixel),2); } }



} sigma=2*sqrt(sigma/cnt); fprintf(stderr, "Standard Dev: %f\n", sigma); //check if the bounding boxes of if= and mf= are consistent, if not, find the best bbx-zdimension //bbx in z-dimension [min,max] offsets fprintf(stderr, "I am here im %f %f %f %f %f %f \n", im.bbx[0],im.bbx[1],im.bbx[2],im.bbx[3],im.bbx[4],im.bbx[5]); sigma = 3*sigma; //SMOOTH OUT THE FIELD FURTHER, no minima AvgPixel -= 10; //random subtraction for gaussian offset //will multiply randomly by scale for better inhomogeneity field //fprintf(stderr, "Value is %f\n",pow((2*M_PI*sigma*sigma),1.5));



scale = 1;//.0003; for(k=im.zlo;k


if(YIMVAL){ for(k=im.zlo;k


if(YYIMVAL){ for(k=im.zlo;k


for(k=im.zlo;k


//fprintf(stderr, "inhomo.f[%d][%d][%d]=%f\n",k,j,i,inhomo.f[k][j][i]); om.f[k][j][i] = (float) im.s[k][j][i]; //if(im.s[k][j][i]==0) { fprintf(stdout, "zero, Output: %f\n",om.f[k][j][i]);om.f[k][j][i] = (float) im.s[k][j][i];} //if(im.s[k][j][i] != (short) minval) if(om.f[k][j][i]!=0) { om.f[k][j][i] = .9*om.f[k][j][i] * inhomo.f[k][j][i]; } //else{ fprintf(stdout, "zero at %d %d %d\n",k,j,i);}//multiplicative field //if(im.s[k][j][i]>0) {fprintf(stdout, " iteration[%d][%d][%d] Input Value: %f, Inhomo:%f, Output: %f\n",k,j,i,val, inhomo.f[k][j][i],om.f[k][j][i]);} } } }



fprintf(stderr, "GOT HERE\n"); min = 100000; max = -100000; for(k=im.zlo;kmax) { max = om.f[k][j][i]; } } } } //get rid of no-signal (0) in om.f replace by min-1 for(k=im.zlo;k


{ for(j=im.ylo;j


ratio = 65534.0 / (max - min); //scale factor //ratio/=1; maxout = ratio * max; minout = ratio * min; offset = minout; fprintf(stderr, "values: maxval %f maxout %f minval %f minout %f ratio %f offset %f \n", max,maxout,min,minout,ratio,offset); //fprintf(stderr, "bounding box for om z: %d %d y: %d %d x: %d %d\n",om.zlo, om.zhi, om.ylo, om.yhi, om.xlo, om.xhi); //print out the bounding box //create a sort of reduction in resolution? look up table for(k=im.zlo; k 


{ if(om.f[k][j][i] > max) { //val = maxout; omshort.s[k][j][i] = ( short) maxout+offset; //fprintf(stdout, "maxoutval omshort.s[%d][%d][%d]:%d %f %f\n",k,j,i,omshort.s[k][j][i], maxout, minout); } else if(om.f[k][j][i] < min) { //val = minout; omshort.s[k][j][i] = ( short) minout+offset; //fprintf(stdout, "minoutval omshort.s[%d][%d][%d]:%d %f %f\n",k,j,i,omshort.s[k][j][i], maxout, minout); } else { //val = (ratio * om.f[k][j][i]); omshort.s[k][j][i] = ( short) (ratio * om.f[k][j][i])+offset; } //omshort.s[k][j][i] = (unsigned short) (ratio * om.f[k][j][i] + abs(min)); //omshort.s[k][j][i] += (unsigned short)(val - offset); } } } }



if(IMFVAL) { VXim = VXopen(IMFVAL,1); VXwrite(VXim, inhomo.list); VXclose(VXim); }



VXwrite(VXout, omshort.list); VXclose(VXout); VXclose(VXin); //VXclose(VXmf); }



RETREIVE 16-bit BRAIN from MASK /****************************************************************/ /* mask - takes an 8bit mask image and retrieves brain in 16bit image*/ /****************************************************************/ #include "VisXV4.h" #include "Vutil.h" #include "limits.h" #include  #include 



/* VisX structure include file */ /* VisX utility header files */



VXparam_t par[] = { /* command line structure */ { "if=", 0, " input file 16bit original brain mri image /classes/ece547/images/brain/20Normals_T1/" }, { "mf=", 0, " input mask file 8bit mri brain /classes/ece547/images/brain/20Normals_T1_brain/" }, { "of=", 0, " output file 16bit brain image" }, { 0, 0, 0} }; #define IVAL par[0].val #define MFVAL par[1].val #define OVAL par[2].val /* variables */ int i,j,k,w; //iterators int bbx[2]; //bbx in z-dimension [min,max]



VisXfile_t *VXin, *VXmf, *VXout; VisXelem_t *vptr, *vfr; VisX3dim_t mf, im, om;



////////////////// /// MAIN /// //////////////// int main(argc, argv) int argc; char *argv[]; { /* initialize */ VXparse(&argc, &argv, par); if(!IVAL || !OVAL || !MFVAL) { fprintf(stderr, "missing if= or mf= or of=\n"); exit(1); } //read mask file VXmf = VXopen(MFVAL, 0); vptr = VXread(VXmf); if(VXNIL == (vptr = VXfind(vptr, VX_PBYTE))) { fprintf(stderr, "mask: no byte image found in mf= argument \n"); exit(1); } VXset3dim(&mf, vptr, VXmf); //read input file VXin = VXopen(IVAL, 0); vfr = VXread(VXin); if(VXNIL == (vfr = VXfind(vfr, VX_PSHORT))) { fprintf(stderr, "mask: no short image found in if= argument \n"); exit(1); } VXset3dim(&im, vfr, VXin); //output VXout = VXopen(OVAL,1); VXmake3dim (&om, VX_PSHORT, mf.bbx, 1); //output structure //check if the bounding boxes of if= and mf= are consistent, if not, find the best bbx-zdimension //bbx in z-dimension [min,max] offsets if(mf.bbx[4]


{ bbx[0] = (int)(im.bbx[4]-mf.bbx[4]); } else { bbx[0] = (int)(mf.bbx[4]-im.bbx[4]); } if(mf.bbx[5] 0) { //found a non-zero pixel om.s[k][j][i] = im.s[k+bbx[0]][j][i]; } } } } VXwrite(VXout, om.list); VXclose(VXout); VXclose(VXin); VXclose(VXmf); }



EVALUATION /**Evaluation, calculate percent misclassified or percent difference */ #include "VisXV4.h" #include "Vutil.h"



/* VisX structure include file */ /* VisX utility header files */



VisXfile_t *VXim, *VXig, *VXout; /* input file structure VisXelem_t *VXlist; /* VisX data structure */ VisXparam_t par[] = /* command line structure */ { "if=", 0, /* input image file */ "ig=", 0, /* input ground truth file */ "of=", 0, /* output mismatched */ 0,



0



*/



/* list termination */



}; #define IMVAL par[0].val #define IGVAL par[1].val #define OVAL par[2].val #define MISS 70 main(argc, argv) int argc; char *argv[]; { VisX3dim_t im, ig, om; /* input v3dim structure VisXelem_t *vptr, *vfr; int i,j,k; /* index counters */ int x,y,z; int wrongcount=0, voxelcount=0; float pdif=0; Vparse(&argc, &argv, par);



/* parse the command line



//Read input file VXim = VXopen(IMVAL, 0); vptr = VXread(VXim); if(VXNIL == (vptr = VXfind(vptr, VX_PBYTE))) { fprintf(stderr, "bad argument \n"); exit(1); } VXset3dim(&im, vptr, VXim); //Read ground truth file VXig = VXopen(IGVAL, 0); vfr = VXread(VXig); if(VXNIL == (vfr = VXfind(vfr, VX_PBYTE))) { fprintf(stderr, "horrible argument \n"); exit(1);



*/



*/



} VXset3dim(&ig, vfr, VXig);



if(OVAL) { VXout = VXopen(OVAL, 1); VXmake3dim(&om, VX_PBYTE, ig.bbx, 1); } //Determine Number of Incorrect Labels for(k=ig.zlo;k


/* close files



*/



VXclose(VXig); exit(0);



/* close files



*/



}



GMM TRAINING /****************************************************************/ /* gmmtraining - adapted from 2009's Brain MRI code FIXED BUGS*/ /****************************************************************/ #include "VisXV4.h" #include "Vutil.h" #include "limits.h" #include  #include 



/* VisX structure include file */ /* VisX utility header files */



VXparam_t par[] = { /* command line structure */ { "if=", 0, " input images file path, 16-bit, after inhomogeneity algorithm is run" }, { "ig=", 0, " ground truth images file path, 8-bit ground truth" }, { "of=", 0, " gmm training parameters output filename" }, { 0, 0, 0} }; #define IVAL par[0].val #define IGVAL par[1].val #define OVAL par[2].val #define WM 254 #define GM 192 #define CSF 128 #define OTHER 0 /* variables */ int i,j,k, findex; //iterators int bbx[2]; //bbx in z-dimension [min,max] int pixel, gtpixel; int num_images; /* training params */ double gm_mean; double wm_mean; double csf_mean; double other_mean; double gm_variance, wm_variance, csf_variance, other_variance; double numgm, numwm, numcsf, numother;



VisXfile_t *VXin, *VXgt; VisXelem_t *vptr, *vgtptr; VisX3dim_t im, gm; char *im_file, *gt_file; char filename[25]; FILE *f_in, *f_out;



////////////////// /// MAIN /// //////////////// int main(argc, argv) int argc; char *argv[]; { /* initialize */ VXparse(&argc, &argv, par); if(!IVAL || !IGVAL ) { fprintf(stderr, "missing if= or ig=\n"); exit(1); } f_in = fopen("training_filenames.txt", "r"); fscanf(f_in, "%d\n",#_images); for(findex=0;findex


fprintf(stderr, "gmmtraining: no byte image found, ground truth\n"); exit(1); } VXset3dim(&im, vptr, VXin); VXset3dim(&gm, vgtptr, VXgt); for(k=gm.zlo; k1.0) { gm_variance = gm_variance + (pixel-gm_mean)*(pixel-gm_mean)*(numgm-1.0)/numgm; } gm_mean = gm_mean*(1.0-(1.0/numgm)) + pixel/numgm; } else if(gtpixel==WM) { numwm += 1.0; if(numwm>1.0) { wm_variance = wm_variance + (pixel-wm_mean)*(pixel-wm_mean)*(numwm-1.0)/numwm; } wm_mean = wm_mean*(1.0-(1.0/numwm)) + pixel/numwm; } else if(gtpixel==CSF) { numcsf += 1.0; if(numcsf>1.0) { csf_variance = csf_variance + (pixelcsf_mean)*(pixel-csf_mean)*(numcsf-1.0)/numcsf; }



csf_mean = csf_mean*(1.0-(1.0/numcsf)) + pixel/numcsf; } else { //OTHER numother += 1.0; if(numother>1.0) { other_variance = other_variance + (pixel-other_mean)*(pixel-other_mean)*(numother-1.0)/numother; } other_mean = other_mean*(1.0(1.0/numother)) + pixel/numother; } } } } //numgm = 0.0; numwm = 0.0; numcsf = 0.0, numother=0.0; VXclose(VXin); VXclose(VXgt); } gm_variance = gm_variance/(numgm-1.0); wm_variance = wm_variance/(numwm-1.0); csf_variance = csf_variance/(numcsf-1.0); other_variance = other_variance/(numother-1.0); if(OVAL) { f_out = fopen(OVAL,"w"); } else { f_out = fopen("gmm_parameters.txt","w"); }



fprintf(f_out, "%lf %lf %lf\n%lf %lf %lf\n%lf %lf %lf\n",gm_mean,gm_variance,numgm,wm_mean,wm_variance,numwm,csf_mean,csf_v ariance,numcsf); fprintf(stdout, "Written to File\n%lf %lf %lf\n%lf %lf %lf\n%lf %lf %lf\n",gm_mean,gm_variance,numgm,wm_mean,wm_variance,numwm,csf_mean,csf_v ariance,numcsf);



fclose(f_out); fclose(f_in); }



GMMRUN /****************************************************************/ /* gmmrun CLASSIFY - adapted from 2009's Brain MRI code FIXED BUGS*/ /****************************************************************/ #include "VisXV4.h" #include "Vutil.h" #include "limits.h" #include  #include 



/* VisX structure include file */ /* VisX utility header files */



VXparam_t par[] = { /* command line structure */ { "if=", 0, " input images file path, 16-bit, after inhomogeneity algorithm is run" }, { "ig=", 0, " ground truth images file path, 8-bit ground truth" }, { "gp=", 0, " GMM Parameters run by gmmtraining" }, { "of=", 0, " Output 8-bit image, classified GM WM CSF, file path" }, { "og=", 0, " GMM Parameters found after running EM" }, { "-w", 0, " output using gaussian mean +/- 2*sqrt(var) and not during running of EM" }, { "-s", 0, " output using gaussian mean +/- 2*sqrt(var), EM is not run" }, { 0, 0, 0} }; #define IVAL par[0].val #define IGVAL par[1].val #define GPVAL par[2].val #define OVAL par[3].val #define OGVAL par[4].val #define WFLAG par[5].val #define SFLAG par[6].val #define WM 254 #define GM 192 #define CSF 128 #define CONSIDERED 500 #define OTHER 0 /* variables */ int i,j,k, findex; //iterators



int bbx[2]; //bbx in z-dimension [min,max] int pixel, gtpixel; int num_images; int maxiter, iter; /* params */ double gm_mean, wm_mean, csf_mean, other_mean; double gm_mean_golden, wm_mean_golden, csf_mean_golden, other_mean_golden; double total, totalposterior; double gm_variance, wm_variance, csf_variance, other_variance; double gm_variance_golden, wm_variance_golden, csf_variance_golden, other_variance_golden; double numgm, numwm, numcsf, numother; double numgm_golden, numwm_golden, numcsf_golden, numother_golden; double priorwm, priorgm, priorcsf; double likelihoodwm, likelihoodgm, likelihoodcsf; double posterior[3]; //WM GM CSF VisXfile_t *VXin, *VXout, *VXgt; VisXelem_t *vptr, *vgtptr; VisX3dim_t im, om, gm, tm; char *im_file, *om_file, *gt_file; char filename[25]; FILE *f_in, *f_params, *f_out; void convertToClassification(VisX3dim_t *mi, VisX3dim_t *mo, VisX3dim_t *gt); void updateParams(VisX3dim_t *mi, VisX3dim_t *mo); void classify(VisX3dim_t *mi, VisX3dim_t *gt, VisX3dim_t *om); ////////////////// /// MAIN /// //////////////// int main(argc, argv) int argc; char *argv[]; { /* initialize */ VXparse(&argc, &argv, par); if(!IVAL || !IGVAL || !GPVAL || !OVAL || !OGVAL ) { fprintf(stderr, "missing if= or ig= or or gp= or og= or of=\n"); exit(1); } f_in = fopen("testing_filenames.txt", "r"); fscanf(f_in, "%d\n",#_images);



//read GMM params f_params = fopen(GPVAL, "r"); fscanf(f_params, "%lf %lf %lf\n%lf %lf %lf\n%lf %lf %lf\n",&gm_mean,&gm_variance,&numgm,&wm_mean,&wm_variance,&numwm,&csf _mean,&csf_variance,&numcsf); fprintf(stdout, "Found Following Params:\nGM:%lf %lf %lf\nWM:%lf %lf %lf\nCSF:%lf %lf %lf\n",gm_mean,gm_variance,numgm,wm_mean,wm_variance,numwm,csf_mean,csf_v ariance,numcsf); gm_mean_golden = gm_mean; wm_mean_golden = wm_mean; csf_mean_golden = csf_mean; gm_variance_golden = gm_variance; wm_variance_golden = wm_variance; csf_variance_golden = csf_variance; numgm_golden=numgm; numwm_golden=numwm; numcsf_golden=numcsf;



for(findex=0;findex


VXmake3dim(&om, VX_PBYTE, im.bbx, 1); VXembed3dim(&tm, &im, 0,0,0,0,0,0); maxiter = 2; for (iter=0; iter


fprintf(f_out, "%lf %lf %lf\n%lf %lf %lf\n%lf %lf %lf\n",gm_mean,gm_variance,numgm,wm_mean,wm_variance,numwm,csf_mean,csf_v ariance,numcsf);



fprintf(stdout, "Written to File:gmm_EM.txt\n%lf %lf %lf\n%lf %lf %lf\n%lf %lf %lf\n",gm_mean,gm_variance,numgm,wm_mean,wm_variance,numwm,csf_mean,csf_v ariance,numcsf); fclose(f_out); fclose(f_in); } /* * converts to classification based on Gaussians */ void convertToClassification(VisX3dim_t *mi, VisX3dim_t *mo, VisX3dim_t *gt) { double l_csf, l_wm, l_gm; //lower bounds double h_csf, h_wm, h_gm; //higher bounds int d,e,f; int pix; double dist, distcsf, distwm, distgm; int minindex; l_csf = csf_mean - 3*sqrt(csf_variance); h_csf = csf_mean + 3*sqrt(csf_variance); l_wm = wm_mean - 2*sqrt(wm_variance); h_wm = wm_mean + 2*sqrt(wm_variance); l_gm = gm_mean - 2*sqrt(gm_variance); h_gm = gm_mean + 2*sqrt(gm_variance); fprintf(stderr, "Bounds CSF (%f, %f) GM(%f, %f) WM(%f,%f)\n",l_csf,h_csf,l_gm,h_gm,l_wm,h_wm); if(SFLAG) { for (d=gt->zlo; dzhi; d++) { for(e=gt->ylo; eyhi; e++) { for(f=gt->xlo; fxhi; f++) { if(gt->u[d][e][f]==0) { mo->u[d][e][f]=OTHER; //set it to zero } else { pix = mi->s[d][e][f]; distcsf = abs(pix-csf_mean);



distwm = abs(pix-wm_mean); distgm = abs(pix-gm_mean);



if(distcsfu[d][e][f] = CSF; } else if(distgmu[d][e][f] = GM; } else if(distwmu[d][e][f] = WM; } } } } } } else { for (d=gt->zlo; dzhi; d++) { for(e=gt->ylo; eyhi; e++) { for(f=gt->xlo; fxhi; f++) { if(gt->u[d][e][f]==0) { mo->u[d][e][f]=OTHER; //set it to zero } else { pix = mi->s[d][e][f]; distcsf = sqrt(((double)pixcsf_mean)*((double)pix-csf_mean)); distwm = sqrt(((double)pixwm_mean)*((double)pix-wm_mean)); distgm = sqrt(((double)pixgm_mean)*((double)pix-gm_mean));



if(pix>=l_csf && pixu[d][e][f] = CSF; } else if(pix>=l_wm && pixu[d][e][f] = WM; } else //if(pix>=l_gm && pixu[d][e][f] = GM; } distcsf = abs(pix-csf_mean); distwm = abs(pix-wm_mean); distgm = abs(pix-gm_mean); if(distgmu[d][e][f] = CSF; if(distcsf>=3*sqrt(csf_variance_golden) && distcsfu[d][e][f] = GM; } } if(distwmu[d][e][f] = WM; } } } } } } } /* * updates GMM parameters, searches for CSF GM WM and replaces it with mean */ void updateParams(VisX3dim_t *mi, VisX3dim_t *mo) { int d,e,f;



int pix; int pix_real; //fprintf(stdout, "OLD params:\nGM:%f %lf %lf\nWM:%f %lf %lf\nCSF:%f %lf %lf\n",gm_mean,gm_variance,numgm,wm_mean,wm_variance,numwm,csf_mean,csf_v ariance,numcsf); for(d=mi->zlo; dzhi; d++) { for(e=mi->ylo; eyhi; e++) { for(f=mi->xlo; fxhi; f++) { pix = mi->s[d][e][f]; pix_real = mo->s[d][e][f]; if(pix==WM) { numwm += 1.0; if(numwm>1.0) { wm_variance = wm_variance + (pix_realwm_mean)*(pix_real-wm_mean)*(numwm-1.0)/numwm; } wm_mean = wm_mean*(1.0-(1.0/numwm)) + pix_real/numwm; mi->s[d][e][f] = CONSIDERED; //replace WM flag } else if(pix==GM) { //fprintf(stdout, "got gm\n"); numgm += 1.0; if(numgm>1.0) { gm_variance = gm_variance + (pix_realgm_mean)*(pix_real-gm_mean)*(numgm-1.0)/numgm; } gm_mean = gm_mean*(1.0-(1.0/numgm)) + pix_real/numgm; mi->s[d][e][f] = CONSIDERED; //replace GM flag } else if(pix==CSF) { //fprintf(stdout, "got csf\n"); numcsf += 1.0; if(numcsf>1.0) {



csf_variance = csf_variance + (pix_realcsf_mean)*(pix_real-csf_mean)*(numcsf-1.0)/numcsf; } csf_mean = csf_mean*(1.0-(1.0/numcsf)) + pix_real/numcsf; mi->s[d][e][f] = CONSIDERED; //replace GM flag } else { //OTHER numother += 1.0; if(numother>1.0) { other_variance = other_variance + (pix_realother_mean)*(pix_real-other_mean)*(numother-1.0)/numother; } other_mean = other_mean*(1.0-(1.0/numother)) + pix_real/numother; } } } } gm_variance = gm_variance/(numgm-1.0); wm_variance = wm_variance/(numwm-1.0); csf_variance = csf_variance/(numcsf-1.0); other_variance = other_variance/(numother-1.0); fprintf(stderr, "New params:\nGM:%lf %lf %lf\nWM:%lf %lf %lf\nCSF:%lf %lf %lf\n",gm_mean,gm_variance,numgm,wm_mean,wm_variance,numwm,csf_mean,csf_v ariance,numcsf); } /* * classify WM GM CSF */ void classify(VisX3dim_t *mi, VisX3dim_t *gt, VisX3dim_t *om) { int d,e,f; int flag; float val; double maxval; int maxindex; total = numgm + numcsf + numwm; priorgm = numgm/total;



priorwm = numwm/total; priorcsf = numcsf/total; for (d=gt->zlo; dzhi; d++) { for(e=gt->ylo; eyhi; e++) { for(f=gt->xlo; fxhi; f++) { if(gt->u[d][e][f]==0) { mi->s[d][e][f]=OTHER; //set it to zero } else if(mi->s[d][e][f]!=CONSIDERED) //check only values that have not been considered before { //calculate likelihoods val = abs(mi->s[d][e][f]) - abs(wm_mean); likelihoodwm = (1.0/sqrt(2*M_PI*wm_variance))*exp(-(val*val)/(2*wm_variance)); val = abs(mi->s[d][e][f]) - abs(gm_mean); likelihoodgm = (1.0/sqrt(2*M_PI*gm_variance))*exp(-(val*val)/(2*gm_variance)); val = abs(mi->s[d][e][f]) - abs(csf_mean); likelihoodcsf = (1.0/sqrt(2*M_PI*csf_variance))*exp(-(val*val)/(2*csf_variance)); //calculate posteriors totalposterior = priorwm*likelihoodwm + priorgm*likelihoodgm + priorcsf*likelihoodcsf; posterior[0] = (priorwm*likelihoodwm)/totalposterior; //WM posterior[1] = (priorgm*likelihoodgm)/totalposterior; //GM posterior[2] = (priorcsf*likelihoodcsf)/totalposterior; //CSF maxindex = -1; if(posterior[0]>=posterior[1]) { //maxval = posterior[0]; maxindex = 0; } else { //maxval = posterior[1]; maxindex = 1;



} if(posterior[2]>=posterior[maxindex]) { //maxval = posterior[2]; maxindex = 2; } //fprintf(stdout, "posteriors: [wm]=%lf [gm]=%lf [csf]=%lf maxval=%lf\n",posterior[0],posterior[1],posterior[2], maxval); if(maxindex==0) { //fprintf(stdout, "got wm\n"); mi->s[d][e][f] = WM; //WM, act as flag, will be replaced in updateParams om->u[d][e][f] = WM; } if(maxindex==1) { //fprintf(stdout, "got gm\n"); mi->s[d][e][f] = GM; //GM om->u[d][e][f] = GM; } if(maxindex==2) { //fprintf(stdout, "got csf\n"); //fprintf(stdout, "posteriors: [wm]=%lf [gm]=%lf [csf]=%lf maxval=%lf maxindex=%d\n",posterior[0],posterior[1],posterior[2], posterior[maxindex],maxindex); mi->s[d][e][f] = CSF; //CSF om->u[d][e][f] = CSF; } } } } } }
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